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ABSTRACT 

Analytical methods available for performing a system reliability analysis have in 

common the need for an accurate initial appraisal of the failure characteristics (failure modes 

and rates) of the system's components. The task of investigating the failure characteristics 

of components through analysis (as opposed to testing) has been termed a Failure Mode 

Investigation (FMI) in this paper. An FMI analyzes components in the context of their 

particular system and operating environments. 

The success of an FMI is heavily dependent on the availability of expert know -

ledge and the ability to deal with uncertain or incomplete information. These are character -

istics to which expert system programming techniques are well-suited. 

This paper proposes an architecture for an expert system to assist in the perform -

ance of an FMI. The expert system consists of a network of smaller expert systems (each 

corresponding to an area of engineering knowledge) controlled from by a manager in an 

analogy to the human brainstorming technique. 

A trial expert system has been implemented to deal with a small example problem. 

A commercial expert system shell, NEXPERT (ver. 0.97) was used in the implementation. 

vii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Reliability engineering is emerging today as a critical technology in our industrial 

society. As engineered systems become more complex, so also do their failures become 

potentially more costly and serious. If the public is to continue to place their faith in the 

ability of engineers to design safe and reliable systems, then they must be convinced that 

we have the means to anticipate failures and to limit their consequences or to eliminate them 

from our designs. Recent events such as the explosion of the space shuttle, Challenger, 

and the destruction of the Soviet nuclear reactor at Chernobyl have shown just how far the 

engineering community has to go before it can afford to rest on its laurels. The fate of 

future projects relying heavily on high reliability, such as the Strategic Defense Initiative, 

may well turn on the demonstration of a creditable track record in reliability engineering. 

In the design of a new system, the initial (and frequently the only) attempt at 

evaluating reliability characteristics involves a heuristic approach in which analysts try to 

imagine all of the possible component failures, and then make a subjective assessment of 

their likelihood. Even on a major project, this stage is an important one; much subsequent 

develop-ment work may be undertaken before it is discovered that a severe failure mode 

was overlooked, one that requires a substantial redesign of the system. Such a mistake 

obviously costs time and money which could have been better employed elsewhere. 

The quality of this heuristic reliability evaluation, where analysts make "educated 

guesses" about the presence and frequency of failure modes, can be significantly improved 

by providing access to sources of expert knowledge. In this way, an analysis is performed 

with the best information currently available to the reliability engineering community, rather 
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than relying solely on whatever is in the heads of those assigned to the project, who may or 

may not be well-qualified for the task. 

Expert systems, computer programs which reason symbolically about knowledge, 

provide ideal avenues for putting large bodies of expertise at the disposal of a user. With a 

suitable expert system, a single user or a team of analysts could perfcrm an initial reliability 

evaluation as if they had the assistance of the best minds in the field. This expert system 

should be flexible enough to assist in the evaluation of a variety of engineered systems, 

thus spreading its development costs. 

The widespread use of an expert system for investigating failure modes could also 

aid in the standardization of reliability analyses. A system integrator could require that its 

sub-contractors employ the expert system, ensuring that all of their analyses are performed 

to the same high standard, and reducing requirements for supervision and inspection of 

sub-contractor work. 

The goal of this research project is to explore the potential for the use of expert 

systems for the identification and evaluation of failure modes in an engineered system. 

This will involve an inquiry into the nature of the reliability engineer's expertise with 

respect to the investigation of failure modes, and the development of an appropriate expert 

system architecture to assist in this investigation. 

This report is organized into four main sections: 

Introduction - Chapter 1; 

Background - Chapters 2 and 3; 

Architecture - Chapters 4,5,6 and 7; and 

Conclusions - Chapter 8. 

Chapter 2 provides background information on the design and use of expert 

systems. It is intended as an overview for the reader who is not familiar with the 
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terminology of this Held. Chapter 3 reviews reliability engineering tasks and discusses the 

need for expertise in the investigation of failure modes. 

Chapter 4 presents the blueprint of an expert system architecture for performing 

failure mode investigations, and includes detailed functional requirements for each element 

of the expert system. The architecture is not restricted to implementation with any specific 

expert system develop-ment environment Chapter 5 describes an example problem that is 

used to illustrate the implementation of the expert system architecture. NEXPERT, the 

expert system programming tool which is used in the implementation, is also presented. 

Chapter 6 presents the actual implementation of the architecture for the example problem. 

Chapter 7 discusses the operation of the expert system implementation (including a sample 

session) and outlines the results of the effort. 

Chapter 8 presents a summary of the research project, followed by conclusions. 

An extensive list of topics for future research which suggested themselves during the 

course of the research is also included. 

Appendix 1 contains a sample of the contents of the knowledge bases from the 

example NEXPERT implementation of the expert system; a selected bibliography of expert 

systems and reliability engineering literature completes the paper. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Expert systems are characteristically quite different from today's conventional 

computer programs. This chapter describes the properties that distinguish expert system 

programs from conventional programs, and takes a brief look at the major issues in the 

design of expert systems. A simple example is used throughout the chapter to illustrate 

basic concepts. A selected list of current topics in expert system research is provided at the 

end of the chapter. For a more detailed discussion of the issues discussed in this chapter, 

see Harmon and King [1985] on expert systems or Rich [1983] on artificial intelligence. 

The selected bibliography also includes a number of other good sources. 

2.1 Overview of Expert System Concepts 

Traditional computer programs are based on an algorithmic approach to problem 

solving, with data being manipulated in a manner which ensures that the correct solution is 

reached every time without variation. For example, a payroll program might compute an 

employee's weekly pay from the number of hours worked, the wage rate and the applicable 

tax and payroll deductions. Such programs require a prescribed set of data, presented as 

input and then manipulated in a well-defined way to generate the expected results (creative 

paycheque calculations are generally frowned upon by payroll departments). These results 

are usually easily verified by alternative methods and are demonstrably correct or optimal. 

The emphasis in traditional program development is on the search for computationally-

efficient algorithms which can producing the desired results quickly and accurately, with 

the minimum use of computing resources. 
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Expert systems, on the other hand, are designed to process knowledge rather than 

data, striving to emulate the performance of a human expert rather than that of an efficient 

clerk. They are concerned with manipulating symbolic strings which represent elements of 

knowledge. The aim of the expert system is to apply this knowledge to a problem using 

heuristic strategies which provide "good" answers, rather than algorithms. In the types of 

problems which are tackled, there is often no objective definition of what would constitute 

an optimal answer, or the search for an optimal answer might take a prohibitively long 

amount of time. Thus the goal of expert system development is to find methods which trim 

the set of possible solutions down to a manageable size and then produce useful results 

quickly. Expert system programming techniques are largely the result of research in the 

field of artificial intelligence. 

The general definition of an expert system places a great deal of emphasis on the 

qualities of flexibility and aptitude which are expected to characterize artificial intelligence 

systems. One version of the definition [Waterman, 1986] lists expertise, depth, symbolic 

reasoning and self-knowledge as the defining characteristics of an expert system: 

• Expertise - An expert system must be capable of producing solutions of a 

quality (and timeliness) comparable to those which a human expert would be 

expected to produce. This requires an intelligent problem-solving approach 

which is not restricted to one or two narrow methods; 

• Depth - An expert system must possess significant knowledge of its problem 

domain. While the domain may be narrowly-defined, the problems must be 

complex enough to present a challenge. Producing elegant solutions to trivial 

problems is not an appropriate pass-time for an expert system; 

• Symbolic Reasoning - An expert system manipulates symbols (strings) that 

represent elements of knowledge. While it may require the results of intricate 

calculations in its problem-solving process, the actual number-crunching is 
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better left to traditional computer programs. The expert system concentrates 

on reasoning about symbols and assessing the validity of concepts; and 

• Self-Knowledge - An expert system should be able to reflect on what it is 

doing. This is important both for the system itself, in examining the results of 

its search for a solution (particularly in light of changing information), and for 

the system's user who often wishes to be shown the chain of reasoning which 

has produced a given result. 

A typical architecture for an expert system program, as shown in Figure 1, is 

composed of two primary segments (a knowledge.base and an inference engine) and three 

subsidiary segments (the explanation facility, a knowledge acquisition interface and a user 

interface): 

• Knowledge Base - The knowledge base contains everything that the expert 

system knows about the problem domain, such as facts or relationships be -

tween objects. It is somewhat analagous to a data base in a conventional 

computer program; 

• Inference Engine - The inference engine performs the actual manipulation of 

the knowledge, deriving new information in a search for the solution to any 

problem which is posed. The action of reasoning with knowledge is known 

as inferencing; 

• Explanation Facility - The explanation facility interprets the reasoning pro -

cess of the inference engine and responds to queries from the user in an 

intelligible form; 

• Knowledge Acquisition Interface - The knowledge acquisition interface 

provides a means for augmenting the expert system's knowledge base with 

more information provided by the expert whose performance is emulated; and 
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• User Interface - The user interface enables the user to provide the expert 

system with information about his specific problem, and allows the user to set 

goals or to request explanations of the expert system's reasoning. 

An expert system can be constructed so that the knowledge base is the only 

element which is specific to a particular problem domain. The remaining components form 

a generic programming environment called a shell. Commercial programs for developing 

expert system applications are generally organized in this way. These expert system shells 

can be used to create expert systems to handle a wide variety of problem areas using the 

same inference engine and supporting elements; only the knowledge base changes. The 

advent of these commercial shells (and their availability on microcomputer systems) has 

been greatly responsible for the increased application of expert systems technology in the 

past few years. 

A well-known and easily-understood example, the Animal Identification problem 

[Winston and Horn, 1980] is used to illustrate some of the concepts involved in expert 

system programming throughout the remainder of this chapter. The goal of the problem is 

to correctly identify an unknown animal from one of seven choices (cheetah, tiger, giraffe, 

zebra, ostrich, penguin and albatross) using only observable characteristics (see Figure 2). 

To understand how the problem works, consider the task of confirming that an 

unknown animal (which is under observation) is in fact a zebra. If the animal is known to 

be an ungulate with black stripes, then it is definitely a zebra (at least within the bounds of 

this problem). While markings are an easily-observed feature, it is more complicated to 

determine whether the animal is an ungulate (a hoofed mammal, such as a horse or cow) 

since this is a classification rather than a feature. Membership of the ungulate category is 

established if the animal is a hoofed mammal or a cud-chewing mammal. While hooves 

and cud-chewing can be observed (albeit with some difficulty in the case of the cud), the 
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animal's mammalian nature must be inferred either from the presence of hair or from the 

observation that the animal gives milk to its young. The problem is kept to manageable 

proportions here, but it is obviously representative of a very complicated subject which is 

sufficiently rich to provide a good example of how an expert system might be employed. 

2.2 Knowledge Representation 

An expert system reasons symbolically about the knowledge (embodied in a set of 

relevant facts and relationships) that makes up its problem domain. This knowledge is 

contained in the expert system's knowledge base. The representation of this knowledge is 

a major design issue for an expert system. Since an expert system is trying to emulate the 

performance of a human expert in a particular field, there is usually a need to represent a 

great deal of information. It is advantageous to represent this information in a form which 

bears some resemblance to the way in which the human expert might structure it. It is also 

desirable to represent the knowledge at a high level, to avoid being swamped by details. 

Much of the theory behind knowledge representation schemes comes from the 

research into human memory and learning methods in the field of cognitive psychology. 

The primary schemes which have been employed are: 

• logic expressions; 

• Object-Attribute-Value triplets and rules; 

• semantic networks; and 

• frames. 

Propositional logic represents knowledge as a set of propositions which are either 

true or false and are combined using logical operators such as AND, OR and NOT to infer 

new items of knowledge. For example, ZEBRA_UNGULATE is a proposition which (if 

true) asserts that a zebra is an ungulate. A useful piece of reasoning with propositions 

might take a form such as "ZEBRA_UNGULATE AND UNGULATE_MAMMAL IMPLIES 
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ZEBRA_MAMMAL"; in other words, if you know that a zebra is an ungulate and that an 

ungulate is a mammal, then it is correct to infer that a zebra is a mammal. While the basic 

principles of deductive reasoning with propositional logic are quite simple to apply, the 

representation of knowledge as a set of propositions becomes very tedious as the problem 

domain gets larger. 

Predicate logic is a more advanced logic format in which knowledge is represent -

ed as a set of statements composed of predicates acting on objects. The previous example 

might be written as UNGULATE(ZEBRA), where UNGULATE is a predicate which provides 

information about an object, ZEBRA (ie., a zebra is an ungulate). Predicate logic has several 

advantages over propositional logic. Objects can be represented by variables, dramatically 

decreasing the space required to represent a body of knowledge. The inferrential rule that 

was described previously could now be rendered as "MAMMAL(UNGULATE) AND 

UNGULATE(X) IMPLIES MAMMAL(X)", where X could represent any animal which is an 

ungulate. Predicates can also act on multiple objects and on other predicates. 

The most commonly used scheme for representing knowledge combines facts. 

structured as Object-Attribute-Value (O-A-V) triplets, and relationships between facts, in 

the form of rules. Expert systems which use this representation are known as rule-based 

expert systems. 

The basic units of O-A-V triplets are objects (which need not be tangible items). 

Objects are often organized in a hierarchy (a tree structure). In the animal identification 

problem, the obvious organization would be that which is used in animal taxonomy where 

objects correspond to kingdoms, phylla, species and so on. Objects possess attributes, 

which are characteristics relevant to some or all objects. A particular instance of an object 

has a set of values for its attributes. In the animal example, some O-A-V triplets might 

include: ZEBRA-MEMBER_OF_CATEGORY-UNGULATE (the object has an attribute which 

describes the next-higher category of which it is a member - ungulate, for the Zebra 
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instance), or MAMMAL-HAIR-YES (the object has an attribute which describes whether or 

not it has hair - yes, in the Mammal instance). In the process of investigating a given 

problem it is often necessary to set or update values dynamically; O-A-V triplets can easily 

represent this dynamic knowledge, providing a template which is filled in during a session. 

It is possible to extend the concept of O-A-V triplets to include an expression of uncertainty 

about the facts being represented. A less powerful version of O-A-V representation is the 

Attribute-Value (A-V> pair, in which the object is not explicitly represented. This scheme is 

generally difficult to use in larger problem domains. 

A rule is a statement of the traditional EF...THEN... form that describes a relation -

ship between facts. For example, "IF ANIMAL IS_AN UNGULATE AND ANMALHAS 

BLACKJSTRIPES THEN ANIMAL IS_A ZEBRA" is a rule that describes an item of 

knowledge in the animal identification problem. Some rule systems allow variable rules, a 

powerful feature which yields rules such as "IF X HAS HAIR OR X GLVES_MLLK THEN X 

IS_AMAMMAL!', where X can stand for any animal under consideration. The conditions of 

the IF clauses as well as the assertions (hypotheses) of the THEN clauses in these rules are 

all examples of facts (generally some form of O-A-V triplet scheme is used to represent 

these facts). Many rule systems also allow these clauses to take on other forms, including 

calls to computational procedures, in order to control the reasoning process and to provide 

richer possibilities for representing knowlege. Rules may also be extended to account for 

some degree of uncertainty about the validity or applicability of the relationship. 

Semantic networks are collections of objects and attributes (represented by nodes) 

which are joined by relationships (represented by linking arcs). Some examples of linked 

objects and attributes might include ZEBRA-IS_AN-UNGULATE, TlGER-EATS-ZEBRA, and 

ZEBRA-HAS-BLACK_STRIPES, where IS_AN, EATS and HAS are links between objects 

(ZEBRA, UNGULATE, TIGER) and attributes (BLACKSTRIPES). The power of semantic 

networks lies in the ability to define many different kinds of links to represent virtually any 
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connection between elements. In practice, this can lead to very tangled networks, since 

there is no requirement to link in a strictly hierarchical fashion. In this sense, semantic nets 

are really more general forms of hierarchical O-A-V triplet/rule structures, allowing both a 

more sophisticated structure and a greater variety of links. 

Frames are complete descriptions of objects or classes of objects. Basically, a 

frame is the collection of all knowledge about an object, with each element of knowledge 

contained in a slot (similar to an attribute). For example, a frame for one of the animal 

objects might contain slots for attributes such as NAME (Zebra), CLASS (Ungulate) and 

MARKINGS (Black_Stripes). The information contained in a slot can be provided in a 

variety of ways: by default; through inheritance from a more general (higher) object; from 

evaluation of a rule; or, through a call to a computational procedure. The frame represent -

ation is especially powerful in cases where objects are related hierarchically, with properties 

being inherited from higher up in the hierarchy. As with rules/O-A-V triplets, frames may 

also be incorporated into broader semantic networks. 

2.3 Inference and Control 

The inference engine in an expert system has two related functions, inference and 

control. The inference function performs the actual reasoning, using the available know -

ledge to determine whether or not a given hypothesis is true. The control function decides 

how to go about solving a given problem (which hypotheses should be investigated, and in 

what order). 

2.3.1 Inference 

Most expert systems today represent knowledge with O-A-V triplets and rules. 

To infer new facts from existing facts and rules, these systems employ modus ponens 

logic. This elementary principle allows the system to accept that a hypothesis is true if 

there is a rule which asserts its truth conditionally, and all of the conditions are met. For 
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example, suppose that the system wishes to know whether an animal is a mammal, and its 

knowledge base contains a rule which states "IF ANIMAL HAS HAIR, THEN ANIMAL Is_A 

MAMMAL". Once the system knows that the animal has hair, it is allowed to accept that the 

animal is a mammal. 

A related concept, modus tollens logic, would allow the system to conclude that 

the animal does not have hair if it knows that the animal is not a mammal (proceding back -

wards through the given rule). Modus tollens reasoning is rarely used by expert systems 

because it is not generally possible to prove that a hypothesis is false without asking an 

outside source (such as the user), due to the incomplete nature of most practical knowledge 

bases. 

Expert systems which represent knowledge with expressions in propositional or 

predicate logic do not use modus ponens or modus tollens reasoning. Instead, they usually 

use a procedure known as resolution, which proves a statement by asserting that the hypo -

thesis is false, and then showing that an attempt to resolve this information with known 

facts leads to a contradiction. By converting all of the conditions and the hypothesis of an 

IF.. .THEN... statement into a common format (known as clause form) the resolution pro -

cedure can be easily automated. 

2.3.2 Control 

The first requirement of a control strategy is to select a goal for the reasoning 

process. The expert system's objective will then be to find a path of reasoning which 

connects the goal with a set of axiomatic facts via information contained in, or provable 

from, the knowledge base. In a rule-based expert system, the goal must be the proof or 

refutation of one of the hypotheses in the knowledge base, otherwise the system has no 

way of making any conclusions about the goal. The two principle strategies for investigat -

ing a goal are known as forward-chaining and backward-chaining. Both strategies evoke 
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an image of navigating through a tree structure in which there are several distinct levels of 

intermediate facts/hypotheses between the basic facts and the goal hypotheses. 

In a forward-chaining strategy, the inference engine uses the information which is 

already known (facts) to infer new information (via rules) until some goal hypothesis can 

be proved or disproved. It may be necessary to ask the user to provide some of the facts in 

the process. For example, in the animal identification problem, the user might volunteer 

the fact that the unknown animal has hair. The inference engine would forward-chain to 

infer that the animal is a mammal, and then ask several questions of the user to determine 

which of the four mammals it might be. 

In a backward-chaining strategy, the inference engine finds a rule which, if its 

conditions were all true, would prove the hypothesis. It then sets out to prove that all of 

the conditions of this rule are true, treating them as sub-goals to be acheived and thus 

expanding the set of goals). This process is repeated recursively, with the inference engine 

backtracking through the knowledge base until it finds axiomatic facts which support the 

chain of hypotheses (through sub-goals to the ultimate goal) which is under investigation. 

Again, it may be necessary to ask the user to establish some facts if they are not found in 

the knowledge base. In the animal example, if the inference engine wanted to prove that an 

animal is a zebra, it would backward-chain by setting up sub-goals to prove that the animal 

is an ungulate and that it has black stripes. The ungulate sub-goal would be expanded into 

further sub-goals to establish that the animal is a mammal and that it has hooves or chews 

cud. The mammal sub-goal would be expanded into sub-goals to show that the animal has 

hair or gives milk. At that point, all of the "lowest" sub-goals, (black stripes, hooves or 

cud-chewing, hair or milk-giving) could be proved or disproved by asking questions of the 

user. 

The choice of strategy, forward- or backward-chaining, depends on the branching 

factor of the problem. If there are a large number of goals and very few initial facts, then 
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forward-chaining is usually the most efficient strategy. Conversely, if there are many basic 

facts and only a few goals, then backward-chaining is generally preferred. In practice, a 

hybrid approach is often required, since knowledge bases cannot always be constructed so 

as to form strictly hierarchical paths between basic facts and goals. 

With either a forward- or a backward-chaining strategy, there is usually more than 

one path which could be explored in searching for a solution. The expert system must have 

a method for selecting a path to investigate when faced with such a choice. The broadest 

distinction is between depth-first and breadth-first search patterns. 

In a depth-first search pattern, the inference engine explores an entire path from 

goal to axioms (or vice versa) and only investigates other paths when the first exploration 

fails to produce a successful result For example, in the animal identification problem, the 

inference engine could follow a depth-first search pattern by backward-chaining from the 

hypothesis that the animal is a zebra to the fact that it has hair. The inference engine would 

only try to prove that the animal is something else (say a tiger or a penguin) if the zebra 

hypothesis is not provable. Actually, if the zebra hypothesis is proved, some inference 

engines might try to prove other hypotheses to see if more than one answer could fit the 

known facts - this is an exhaustive search strategy, and is only practical when there are not 

too many possible results. 

In a breadth-first search pattern, the inference engine expands its search tree in 

discrete levels (examining each of the conditions leading to a hypothesis, or each of the 

hypotheses proven by the existing set of facts). The investigation proceeds forwards or 

backwards one level at a time, with no action taken to follow promising paths until all of 

the possibilities at a given state have been checked. In the animal identification problem, 

the inference engine could follow a breadth-first search pattern by backward-chaining, 

starting with the list of possible animals and proceeding to the basic facts. The inference 

engine would see that the animal could be a zebra if it has black stripes and is an ungulate. 
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It would find out about black stripes by asking the user, but would not investigate rules 

which could resolve the ungulate issue until it had already taken a first look at each of the 

other animals. Only then would it check the next level of goals (ungulate, bird, mammal 

and carnivore), investigating only those which lead to hypotheses (animals) which had not 

yet been ruled out by other facts. 

The depth-first approach is helpful to the user, since he can follow the system's 

reasoning more easily if it continues to pursue one question instead of jumping around 

between different subjects, apparently at random. For this reason, depth-first searching is 

preferred for backward-chaining (goal-driven) strategies. However, breadth-first searching 

is preferred for forward-chaining (data-driven) strategies since there is often no easy way to 

tell how promising a given path is. Much time can be wasted in exploring long paths that 

eventually fail. It is often better to fill in knowledge steadily, ensuring that a short path will 

be found if one exists. 

Even with a decision to follow either a depth- or a breadth-first search pattern (or 

some hybrid, such as a limitation on the depth of a search path before it is abandoned), 

there will still be conflicts about where to investigate next. For example, which of a rule's 

conditions should be examined first by a backward-chaining inference engine. Heuristic 

strategies are generally used here, in which a candidate is selected for investigation on the 

basis of some easily-checked attribute that provides an indication of its superiority. This 

may simply reflect the physical order in which the conditions of a rule are listed in the 

knowledge base, or it may involve the computation of some function (eg., the number of 

rules which can prove something about the condition being considered). 

The general (and often conflicting) principles in selecting a search strategy are: 

that the decision should reflect the way in which a human expert would pursue the search; 

that the search pattern should not confuse the user by asking seemingly random questions 
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about the problem domain; and, that the search should find the quickest solution to the 

problem (path to a goal) in most typical cases. 

2.4 Treatment of Uncertainty 

The discussion of inference procedures so far has dealt only with monotonic 

reasoning, in which the knowledge base is constantly augmented with new facts derived 

from existing knowledge. This accumulation of knowledge continues until a solution is 

found to the problem. Monotonic reasoning asssumes that all of the available knowledge is 

consistent - that it will not be possible to prove contradictory statements (eg., that a zebra is 

both a bird and a mammal). Due to the presence of uncertain or incomplete information in 

many problem domains, it is often possible to arrive at two opposing conclusions which 

have equal merit. 

Much of the knowledge which is required in many problem domains cannot be 

stated with certainty. This is often the result of an incomplete or inexact understanding of 

the principles which apply in the domain, or of the limited amount of time available for 

gathering data. There may also be uncertainty due to the subjective nature of some of the 

information, where facts cannot be viewed in black and white terms, or where experts may 

legitimately hold different opinions about the best way to proceed in solving a problem. 

Some of the techniques used by expert systems for dealing with uncertainty include: 

• non-monotonic reasoning; 

• probabilistic reasoning; 

• certainty factors; and 

• fuzzy reasoning. 

Non-monotonic reasoning systems deal explicitly with any inconsistencies that 

emerge from the incomplete nature of their knowledge. If two inconsistent facts are be -

lieved to be true (recall the zebra which is thought to be both a mammal and a bird) then the 
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dilemma is resolved by a belief maintenance scheme. A system which uses belief maint -

enance attempts to remove a contradiction by determining which of the opposing facts is 

least likely (has the least information to support it). This fact is then eliminated from the 

knowledge base (hence the growth of the knowledge base is non-monotonic). Care must 

be taken to ensure that any facts which were proved on the strength of an eliminated fact are 

also removed (if they cannot be proved in another legal way). A belief maintenance system 

must spend a lot of time keeping the knowledge base tidy, and could face problems in 

resolving inconsistencies, depending on the level of understanding of the problem domain. 

Probabilistic reasoning can be employed to represent uncertainty about facts and 

relationships by attaching a probabilistic measure of certainty (a number between 0.0 and 

1.0) to each fact or relationship in the knowledge base. For example, a rule from the 

animal identification problem might be written as "IF X HAS HAIR THEN X IS_A 

MAMMAL (0.95)", indicating that the expert system's designer considers the rule to be an 

acceptable reflection of reality in 95 per cent of the cases. The probability quantifies the 

degree of certainty that a fact or a relationship (rule) is true (this may represent subjective 

judgement, or the non-deterministic nature of the information). The manipulation of these 

probabilities must take into account such concepts as independent events, and may make 

use of relationships such as Bayes' Theorem. When a new fact is proved, it is assigned a 

probability based on the degree of belief in the conditional facts and the rule which allowed 

the proof. If a several rules allow the proof of a fact, then the beliefs are combined. If the 

degree of belief in a fact changes, then the change must be propogated to any other facts 

which were proved from it. 

Certainty factors, similar to probabilities, are often used by expert systems to 

quantify uncertainty. A certainty factor (cf) is usually a number between -1.0 and +1.0, 

which corresponds to a range from total disbelief in a piece of information, through total 

uncertainty (0.0 = no belief or disbelief) to total belief. The manipulation of these certainty 
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factors is somewhat less complex than the manipulation of probabilities. Use of Bayes' 

Theorem, which is powerful but difficult to implement (due to the complexity of calculating 

all joint probabilities), is avoided in favor of an easier computational scheme for combining 

certainty factors. Some certainty factor schemes use ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, or from 0 to 

100, but again the numbers are not treated as strict probabilities. Certainty factors are 

particularly useful in fields where probabilistic information is not generally employed (and 

therefore not well understood). 

Fuzzy reasoning is used to represent uncertainty about the value of an attribute by 

recording partial degrees of membership in a fuzzy set of possible values. For example, 

the attribute LENGTH_OF_NECK is relevant in verifying that an animal is an ostrich or a 

giraffe. If the user states that the animal's neck is long, he is using a subjective opinion of 

the menaning of the word long (he might mean that the neck is more than six inches long., 

or he might mean that it is more than two feet long). Values such as "long" may be viewed 

as fuzzy sets since the descriptive term is used to represent an attribute's degree of member -

ship in a range of possible values. The fuzzy set, LONG_NECK, might indicate a range of 

lengths from six inches up to three yards, with some parts of the range being implied more 

strongly than others. Memebership in fuzzy sets can be described probabilistically, and 

fuzzy sets may be manipulated and propogated through relationships. 

The extra computation required to deal with uncertainty (especially to propogate it 

from existing facts to new facts via uncertain relationships) can often be done outside the 

expert system, since it does not involve symbolic reasoning. Because of this, some expert 

systems do not implement any scheme for dealing with uncertainty, leaving the bulk of the 

work to external routines programmed in conventional languages. 
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2.5 Explanation Facility 

The explanation facility is an important element of an expert system, fulfilling the 

requirement to demonstrate self-knowledge. Through the explanation facility, the user can 

get intelligible answers from the expert system about the line of reasoning being pursued, 

or the justification for conclusions that have been reached. 

In most expert systems, the explanation facility allows a user to ask the questions 
* 

" W h y . . ( e g . ,  W h y  d o  y o u  w a n t  t o  k n o w  i f  t h e  a n i m a l  h a s  b l a c k  s t r i p e s ? )  a n d  " H o w . . . ? "  

(eg., How did you prove that the animal is a zebra?), letting the user navigate through the 

knowledge base. The knowledge bases of most expert systems are written in a pseudo-

English style, so a basic explanation facility can simply quote the facts which lead to a 

given hypothesis (to answer "How?") or the hypotheses which can be proved with a given 

fact (to answer "Why?"). 

A more sophisticated explanation facility allows the knowledge base designer to 

prepare specific explanations which are displayed when anticipated questions are asked. 

These explanations might include references to the source of a fact or rule, or a description 

of the purpose of a fact or rule in the overall knowledge scheme. 

Another advanced feature of some explanation facilities is the ability to translate 

structured information from the knowledge base into natural language statements which do 

not require the user to cope with artificial-sounding syntax. 

Expert systems often provide a summary report via the explanation facility. The 

report should be well-designed and complete, as it may be referred to long after the session 

is finished. In an advanced explanation facility, the final report may even be suitable for 

presentation to non-users as the justification for a particular decision. 

A final issue for explanation facilities is the level of detail which they provide. 

The needs and the level of comprehension vary from user to user. An explanation which is 

appropriate for someone responsible for maintaining the knowledge base may be far too 
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involved for the user who simply wants an extra clue on how to interpret a question which 

has just been asked. Unless the expert system can perform some sophisticated reasoning 

about its own knowledge and inferencing procedures, the provision of tailored explanations 

is very difficult. 

2.6 Current Research Topics 

Expert systems are new tools, and there is a considerable amount of research 

currently being done into their design and applications. In addition, there are continuing 

research efforts in the field of artificial intelligence, which provide much of the basis for 

new developments in expert systems technology. Some research topics of interest include: 

• machine learning; 

• design systems; and 

• expert systems networks. 

Machine Learning research deals with the development of programs which can 

learn about their problem domains, rather than being restricted to the knowledge originally 

provided by the programmer [Harmon and King 1985]. This can involve the modification 

of search strategies based on dynamic observation of successful searches, the synthesis of 

new items of knowledge which are found to be useful, and the dropping of information 

which is invalidated by problem-solving experience. A learning system would be expected 

to become more efficient with increased exposure to varied problems. 

Design Systems are expert systems which use their knowledge to aid in design 

problems [Dym 1985]. The process of designing (suggesting new ways of satisfying 

constraints) is quite different from diagnostic problem solving, which most expert systems 

currently focus on. In design situations, there is a requirement for the expert system to 

generate new ways of dealing with a problem, rather than just identifying the problem and 
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prescribing a well-defined action to be taken. Expert systems which assist in the design 

process will have a major impact on industry. 

Expert Systems Networks are being studied as a way of tackling large problems 

in a cooperative framework, just as human experts cooperate on such problems. Many 

complex problems require knowledge about diverse fields, and it is reasonable to expect 

that small, well-designed expert systems with competence in narrow areas will be easier to 

build and maintain than large monolithic systems which attempt to do everything. Several 

methods for communicating between expert systems have been proposed [Rich 1983]. The 

"blackboard model" is an approach in which several expert systems exchange information 

through a passive display area, accessible to all. Another approach involves the control of 

an agenda by a central system, which accepts evidence from the other systems and decides 

on what actions to perform by weighing the evidence. It then delegates resources to the 

other expert systems to pursue the most important actions on the agenda. 



CHAPTER 3 

RELIABILITY ENGINEERING 
AND FAILURE MODE INVESTIGATION 

Reliability may be defined as the probability that a system performs its function 

adequately for the desired period of time when operated according to specified conditions 

[Dhillon, 1983]. This chapter presents an overview of reliability engineering and a descrip -

tion of several methods for the analysis of system reliability. The investigation of failure 

modes is discussed in some detail with a view to applying expert system techniques to the 

problem. For more information on reliability engineering and system reliability analysis, 

see Dhillon [1983], Dhillon and Reiche [1985] or Roberts et al. [1981]. 

3.1 Overview of Reliability Engineering Tasks 

Reliability engineering involves the application of a range of technical procedures 

to ensure that a system demonstrates acceptable reliability characteristics and that informa -

tion about these characteristics is available for those who require it. Reliability engineering, 

along with the allied fields of maintainability engineering (ensuring that a failed system can 

be returned to service in an optimal fashion) and safety engineering (ensuring that a system 

does not fail in such a manner as to endanger human life or cause the loss of property), 

provides the assurance that a system will continue to give acceptable service long after it 

has been purchased by the customer. 

The reliability engineer plays an important role throughout the life cycle of an 

engineered system. From design through to disposal, a thorough knowledge of reliability 

characteristics leads to a system that fulfills its mission in a cost-effective manner. Relia -

bility engineering tasks in the various phases of the system life cycle include: 

24 
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• design - apportionment of system reliability to subsystems 

(setting design goals for reliability); 

- implementation of high-reliability and probabilistic 

design techniques; 

• development - prediction of system reliability through analytical 

methods and developmental testing; 

- estimation of reliability growth patterns; 

• production - examination of manufacturing processes to ensure that 

system reliability is not adversely affected by 

production methods; 

• acceptance - testing to verify attainment of system reliability goals; 

• service - failure monitoring, analysis and corrective action for 

systems in service; 

- design, development and testing of system 

modifications; 

• disposal - reliability life analysis of components which might be 

salvaged for re-use; and 

• re-design - application of "lessons learned" to the design of the 

next-generation system. 

Throughout the entire system life cycle, the reliability engineer also provides vital 

data for the logistics support and operating cost modelling of the system; these inputs are 

required for such purposes as spare parts provisioning, preventive maintenance scheduling, 

level-of-repair analysis, training course development and operating cost estimation. 
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3.2 System Reliability Analysis 

A number of well-established techniques exist for analyzing the reliability char -

acteristics of a system. The first step in a reliability analysis is the qualitative assessment of 

the ways in which the system can fail, starting with the identification of the failure modes 

of the system's components as well as the possibility of the occurence of operator errors 

and external hazards. Having built a picture of how events can combine to produce system 

failure in various modes, a quantitative assessment of system reliability can be obtained 

using computational techniques. The analysis and computations are revised as necessary to 

reflect changes in the design of the system or in the understanding of its failure modes. 

Most system analysis techniques involve inductive reasoning in which component 

faults or failure modes are identified and then their effects on the system are determined. 

There are also deductive approaches, which postulate a system failure of some type and 

then work backwards to discover the conditions which are necessary to cause that system 

failure. One way of viewing the distinction between inductive and deductive models is to 

observe that inductive models deal with "what if..." questions (eg., "What happens if this 

fails?") while deductive models ask "how" (eg., "How could this happen?"). Both of the 

questions may legitimately be asked; in some ways the choice is simply a matter of style. 

Both approaches are frequently used together for completeness. 

One of the key factors in selecting an analytical procedure is the level of accuracy 

required of the analysis. Cost considerations often prohibit the comprehensive analysis of 

an entire system, so sophisticated efforts are concentrated on areas where they are likely to 

have the biggest pay-off. Another factor in choosing a procedure is its suitability in terms 

of the kind of reliability problems which it will detect. Inductive methods tend to focus on 

physical system structure and can miss the effects of external hazards such as operator 

errors or adverse environmental conditions, as well as unforseen component failure modes; 

deductive methods may entirely overlook the existence of a significant class of system 
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failure by failing to consider its possibility, since the failure must be envisioned before its 

causes can be investigated. The final decision on an appropriate approach is usually a 

function of the size and complexity of the system, the novelty of the technology involved, 

and the consequences of an inadequate appreciation of system reliability. 

A number of procedures are available for the analysis of system reliability. Some 

of the most important methods include: 

• Failure Mode and Effect Analysis; 

• Event Sequence Analysis; and 

• Fault Tree Analysis. . 

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) involves the enumeration of all signifi -

cant failure modes for each component in the system (in practice, uncommon failure modes 

may be grouped together). An assessment is made of the percentage of a component's 

failures which are attributable to each of its failure modes, yielding a failure rate for each 

failure mode. The effect of each failure mode on system performance is then evaluated, 

and lists of all component failure modes which result in particular system failure modes are 

prepared. A related method, Failure Mode. Effect and Criticalitv Analysis (FMECA), also 

assigns a measure of criticality to each component failure mode based on a function of its 

failure rate and its effect on the system. This criticality index highlights failure modes that 

have a significant impact on system reliability, either through severe effects, high frequency 

of occurrence, or both. 

Event Sequence Analysis examines an initiating event of interest (such as a natural 

disaster, or the failure of a critical component) on the assumption that it could precipitate a 

major system failure. An event tree is then constructed to see what sequence of occurences 

following the event would lead to system failure. This method gives particular attention to 

the temporal sequencing and duration of events. 
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Fault Tree Analysis is the principal deductive analytical method. This analysis is 

usually conducted only on selected (critical) system failure modes. The object is to find all 

credible combinations of initiating events (component failures, human errors, natural dis -

asters and similar "basic" events) which might lead to the specific types of system failure 

under consideration. This is done by starting at the system failure event and working back -

wards to the basic event combinations. The result is a set of logic trees which show the 

paths of progression from combinations of basic events to the system failure events. Fault 

tree representation allows the use of Boolean algebra to extract the minimal combinations of 

events (known as minimal cut sets) which can lead to a particular system failure mode. 

Once a system has been analyzed by one of the available methods, a quantitative 

assessment of the probability of occurence of each system failure mode is accomplished 

using the probabilities of occurence of the basic events (failures of components in particular 

modes, operator actions, or external events). This process generally requires some form of 

network analysis or system simulation and yields a numerical description of the system's 

reliability or probability of failure. 

Conventional computer programs exist to provide clerical assistance for the con -

duct of the various system reliability analysis procedures, and to make the quantitative eval -

uations of system reliability using their results. While the automation of these procedures 

is the subject of on-going work in database design, network analysis and report generation 

[Dussault 1984; Lind 1985], this line of effort is being pursued primarily for labor-saving 

reasons. The mechanics of the tasks themselves are well understood; the computer is not 

being used to actually perform the analysis, but simply to speed the analysts' work. 

3.3 Failure Mode Investigation 

In all of the analytical methods which assess system reliability, a thorough know -

ledge of the ways in which system components can fail (and the likelihood of these failure 
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modes) is a fundamental requirement It is of important that an adequate appreciation of 

component failure modes be obtained at the start of any reliability engineering program. 

In contrast with the well-defined clerical procedures and numerical computations 

for the analytical methods described, the actual identification and analysis of failure modes 

is much more of a black art. Significant portions of this aspect of the analysis cannot be 

automated effectively with traditional programming methods. The computerization of these 

"reasoning" tasks requires a substantially different approach, one in which knowledge 

rather than data is manipulated. For this reason, the analytical tasks are still performed by 

experts rather than technicians with conventional computer programs. There has, however, 

been some work done on automating the analytical task of generating fault trees [Gariba, 

Guagnini and Mussio 1985] using expert system techniques. 

It is the analytical task of identifying the failure characteristics of a system's com -

ponents which is of interest in this paper. The process will be referred to as a Failure Mode 

Investigation (FMI). 

An FMI is normally undertaken with contributions from a wide range of groups 

involved in the design of the system being analysed. It is not a matter for reliability eng -

ineers alone - the input of system engineers, design engineers, field service engineers, 

component suppliers and users/operators is vital. An organization chart for the member -

ship of a generic FMI analysis team is shown in Figure 3. The process frequently involves 

brainstorming by expert members of the various groups involved. The dynamic interaction 

of knowledge from different subject areas is essential in uncovering the idiosyncrasies of a 

complex system. 

Although an FMI is not a formally documented procedure, its nature can be 

inferred from a list of goals: 

• to adopt a hierarchical structure for organizing the components of the system 

into functional subsystems which facilitates the propogation of failure effects; 
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• to identify the significant failure modes associated with each component in the 

context of the system and its environment; 

• to assess the failure rate associated with each failure mode in the context of the 

system and its environment; 

• to identify factors which, if altered, would change the nature or frequency of a 

component's failure modes; and 

• to identify characteristics of a component which affect the nature or frequency 

of the failure modes of other components. 

In fulfilling these goals, the FMI yields a comprehensive model of the system's 

reliability characteristics which acts as the source of information for subsequent system 

reliability analysis tasks. The results of the FMI also facilitate the revision of this model as 

the system's design (and engineering knowledge about it) evolves. 

In considering the tasks and information involved in an FMI it is important to bear 

in mind that different degrees of analytical accuracy are appropriate in different situations. 

Any analysis must be performed under constraints, usually involving time or money. To 

make the most efficient use of resources, it is thus important to have some way of deciding 

when a detailed analysis is required, and when only a cursory examination is necessary. 

A typical FMI consists of three tasks: selection of a hierarchical system model; 

collection of initial information about the model; and modification of the model after an 

analysis of the available information. 

The first task in the FMI is the selection of a hierarchical model to represent the 

functional organization of components into subsystems. This generally involves the adapt -

ation of an existing structure. Details may have to be added to this model in order to ensure 

that all components are adequately represented. Components within each subsystem (and 

subsystems within the system) must also be grouped according to their relative importance, 

so that any examination can focus on the most important areas first. 
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The second task in the FMI is the fleshing-out of the system model with relevant 

information about each item in the hierarchy. This includes details on the physical location 

and connections of each component and subsystem, as well as their intended functions. 

Initial information about each component's failure modes (and associated failure rates) is 

established. Conditions which might affect component failure modes (and hazards which a 

component might present to other objects) are identified. Information about the intended 

employment of the system, including environmental details and mission requirements, is 

obtained. 

The third task in the FMI is the analysis of the component failure modes to deter -

mine how the generic failure information must be revised to reflect the true reliability char -

acteristics of the system. This involves the analysis of each failure mode to see if any 

conditions are present which affect the likelihood of failure; the evaluation of a new failure 

rate (if the failure mode is not to be discarded as insignificant) is also performed. The 

conduct of this analysis is guided by an assessment of which areas will benefit most from a 

detailed investigation. 

On completion of the FMI tasks, a system reliability model is available to provide 

input to other analysis and computational tasks. The model is also ready to be modified 

incrementally as the system design and its employment concept change. 

The FMI process requires information from a variety of sources, including facts 

about the system and its components, concepts of the organization and functions of the 

system, and theories about the how different factors affect a given failure mode. Some of 

the more important information sources include: 

• production specifications and drawings, which describe the physical locations 

and connections of the system components; 
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• supplier specifications, which describe a component's failure modes and 

failure rates, as well as any hazardous effects which it may create and its 

vulnerability to external factors; 

• records of similar systems, which provide details of failure modes exper -

ienced by components in similar situations, as well as perceptions about 

which components are most important to system reliability; 

• system requirements specifications, that describe how and where the system 

is to be used, and what level of performance is expected of it; 

• system design concept documents, which provide a conceptual framework for 

organizing the system model into subsystems on the basis of functions; and 

• engineering expertise, that provides the insights about what kind of modific -

ations must be made to generic information to reflect the unique reliability 

characteristics of a system. 

It is inevitable that some of the desired information is either not available to the 

analysts conducting an FMI, or is uncertain. Many types of information may be missing. 

Default information about components may not have been provided by the manufacturer, or 

the component may be new and untried. The expert knowledge about how a certain factor 

affects a component failure mode may not be written down - it may only exist in the head of 

an engineer who happens not to be assigned to the FMI. The system operating specifica -

tions may have omitted to identify the presence of a critical hazard. The adequacy of the 

FMI will depend on the ability of the analysts to make reasonable assessments in the face of 

this lack of information. 

Much of the information which is used in the identification and analysis of failure 

modes has some degree of uncertainty associated with it The need to deal with uncertainty 

is the primary reason for employing engineers, rather than clerks, to perform the analysis 
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of system reliability. There are three kinds of uncertainty that must be dealt with: non-

statistical, statistical, and subjective. 

Non-Statistical Uncertainty is inherent in many physical processes which can 

influence the rate of occurence of failures in a component. The exposure of a system to 

dangerous instances of particular hazards is often essentially random as far as the system 

designer or analyst is concerned. 

Statistical Uncertainty is usually present in failure rates provided for the analysis. 

This is due to the random variability and/or bias which occurs in estimating failure rates 

from a sample population. This uncertainty is usually embodied in a probabilistic confi -

dence statement (eg., the component failure rate is not greater than one hundred failures per 

million hours of operation with 90% confidence). Statistical uncertainty is also present in 

many postulated relationships which seek to predict the impact of various conditions on 

component failures. 

Subjective Uncertainty about the applicability of a particular fact or relationship is 

frequently encountered. Generic failure mode and failure rate information may have been 

obtained under different circumstances, and a decision to use the information in the analysis 

will reflect a subjective assessment of its validity. The same is true of rules that describe 

qualitative relationships found to be useful in some circumstances, but which are not well 

understood. 

In many cases the analysts must assess the extent to which conditions are present 

within the system before they can evaluate the degree of influence which the conditions 

exert on particular components. Since the analysis is often conducted on paper, before 

functioning systems are available, not all the assessments can be based on exact measure -

ments. In any case, a fuzzy cause and effect relationship often does not need such accurate 

measurements. 
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The control of the analysis will also require the use of heuristic relationships to 

identify the important areas on which attention and limited investigative resources need to 

be focused. The subjective techniques used to make these decisions will result in uncer -

tainty about the completeness and adequacy of the analysis. 

The analysis of system reliability is a significant portion of the reliability engineer -

ing effort during a system's life cycle. Many of the computational and clerical elements of 

the various system reliability analysis methods are being successfully automated using con -

ventional programming techiques. However, all of the analytical procedures require the 

application of expert knowledge to the study of the system in order to produce high-quality 

results. Specifically, a substantial analytical effort is required in Failure Mode Investi -

gation, where the failure characteristics of the system's components are initially assessed. 

While a part of the FMT process described in this chapter is a matter of collecting 

appropriate information, there is a large component of expertise involved in processing the 

information to provide an accurate reflection of the particular construction and operating 

conditions of the system. A traditional method for identifying and assessing failure modes 

is to conduct a round-table brainstorming session with appropriate expert analysts. If the 

analysts have the latest and most applicable knowledge available to them, and are capable 

of processing it efficiently, then they may be said to possess expertise. The quality of the 

analysis is directly affected by the expertise of the analysts. If they do not anticipate the 

occurrence of a failure mode, or underestimate the effects of an environmental factor, or 

dismiss a critical subsystem as unworthy of full examination, then the results will be less 

than optimal. 

The significant requirement for the application of expert knowledge in the failure 

mode investigation problem makes it worthwhile to study the the potential utility of expert 
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system programming techniques in this field. The ability to reason about symbolic know -

ledge and the ability to cope with uncertain information, key requirements in an FMI, are 

strong features of expert systems. The automation of the FMI task is therefore more likely 

to be successfully accomplished with programming techniques specifically designed to deal 

with expert knowledge than with conventional algorithmic methods. 



CHAPTER 4 

AN EXPERT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
FOR FAILURE MODE INVESTIGATION 

This chapter presents the architectural blueprint for an expert system to assist with 

a Failure Mode Investigation (FMI). The plan is presented at a highly abstract level, and 

its implementation does not require the employment of any particular expert system pro -

gramming techniques (although some are obviously be more suitable than others). 

4.1 Goals of the Expert System Architecture 

The primary goal of this expert system architecture is to provide a structure which 

facilitates the identification of the probable failure modes in an engineering design and the 

assessment of their likelihood of occurrence (failure rate) in the context of a Failure Mode 

Investigation. This system evaluation is produced through the modification of initial know -

ledge using symbolic reasoning techniques which are capable of dealing with uncertain 

information. The resulting information yields a reliability engineering model that provides 

inputs for a system reliability analysis (eg., FMEA/FMECA, Fault Tree Analysis, or Event 

Sequence Analysis) as well as for other tasks such as a spare parts provisioning analysis, 

or an operating cost model (there are many other possibilities). 

A requirement of the architecture is that it must be founded on a flexible, modular 

approach which allows relatively easy modification (to accomodate different systems) and 

extension (to apply new knowledge). This is particularly important since the amount and 

variety of expert knowledge required by an expert system for FMI makes it inevitable that 

many different groups must be involved in its development Structured programming con -
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cepts thus play an important role in this architecture, allowing elements of the overall expert 

system to be refined independently. 

4.2 Architectural Concept 

The expert system's architectural design concept is based on a model of Failure 

Mode Investigation in which a team of engineers holds a round-table session to perform a 

cooperative analysis. Each participant has a special area of expertise charcterized by the 

elements of knowledge and data at his disposal (recall the organizational diagram presented 

as Figure 3). Nominal members of the team include the Manager or Leader, the System 

Engineer, the Design Engineer, the Operations Engineer and the Reliability Engineer. Sub -

sidiary participants include the Secretary, the File Clerk and the Research Assistant 

4.2.1 Overview of the Architecture 

The structure of the expert system (see Figure 4) is analagous to the structure of 

the analysis team, allowing users to understand its operating principles more intuitively. 

This modular design also implies a close relationship between individual analytical roles 

and their corresponding modules when adding knowledge to the expert system. The major 

elements of the expert system, each of which corresponds to a principal participant in the 

analysis, include: 

• Management Expert (ME); 

• System Expert (SE); 

• Design Expert (DE); 

• Operations Expert (OE); and 

• Reliability Expert (RE). 

Each of these elements possesses knowledge about its field of expertise and has 

access to its own source of data. In fact, each of the expert elements could be implemented 

as a complete expert system in its own right, with cooperation taking place in the context of 
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an expert system network. This chapter refers to "elements" or "experts", reserving the 

term "expert system" for the entire architecture; the decision on an appropriate degree of 

separation between the elements is left until the implementation stage. 

The expert system also provides access to typical computer support facilities for 

computational and clerical functions, which are referred to by the same names as the sub -

sidiaiy participants to which they correspond (for example, the Secretary prepares the 

report of the analysis). 

The expert system is designed to perform the FMI under guidance from the users. 

The users/analysts have an interface for providing information to the expert system, and are 

able to ask for explanations of the expert system's reasoning processes. The knowledge 

and data at the disposal of each element of the expert system may be reconfigured to accom -

odate alternative or modified systems as well as different operating environments or 

missions. 

4.2.2 Consultation Paradigm 

The expert system performs the FMI analysis in an interactive manner, with the 

Management Expert mediating between the user and the rest of the expert system, as well 

as between the elements of the expert system. This interaction takes the form of passing 

high-level requests, data, and results to and from the elements. A typical FMI analysis 

(which also gives some insights into the kinds of knowledge employed) might proceed in 

the following manner: 

1. User asks ME for a quick FMI analysis of subsystem X; 

2. ME asks SE for standard description of X; 

3. SE tells ME the function, reliability target, total number of components and 

names of major components for X; 

4. ME asks DE for summary information on SE's major components; 
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5. DE provides initial failure rate, number of failure modes and a measure of 

failure rate variability for all major components it knows about; states that it 

has no specific information on some of the components; 

6. ME asks RE for assessment of how much work is needed to refine picture 

of X's reliability characteristics; 

7. RE produces heuristic estimate of the likelihood that X will fail to meet its 

reliability target, based on information supplied by SE and DE; 

8. ME asks RE for recommendation on components that need further investi -

gation to improve adequacy of X's failure model; 

9. RE provides ordered list of top candidates for study, with estimates of the 

potential impacts of "best" and "worst" cases; 

10. ME asks DE for details on component A (top candidate); 

11. DE provides list of A's failure modes and the factors that could affect their 

failure rates - one factor is presence of major heat source adjacent to A; 

12. ME asks SE for list of subsystems with components adjacent to A whose 

functions might generate heat; 

13. SE replies that only component B is part of a possible heat-generating 

subsystem and is adjacent to A; 

14. ME asks DE if component B is a significant heat source; 

15. DE replies that B could be a major heat source if it has to operate for a long 

period in hot weather; 

16. ME asks OE if B's function (supplied by SE) might be required for a long 

period during hot weather conditions; 

17. OE replies with a "worst case" situation for B's operating time and ambient 

temperature; 
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18. ME asks RE to estimate a new failure rate for A based on presence of heat 

from B; 

19. RE uses DE's description of A's vulnerability and B's heat production, 

OE's description of the B's operating requirement and SE's description of 

the proximity of A and B, to modify A's failure rate; 

20. ME asks DE for details on RE's next highest candidate for investigation. 

Process continues, with variations, until ME is satisfied that it has a good 

estimate of subsystem X's failure rate and the significant failure modes of 

its components; 

21. ME reports conclusions to the user; and 

22. User asks ME for any desired explanations of the reasoning followed by 

any of the expert system elements. 

4.2.3 Brief Description of the Expert Elements 

Management Expert. The ME directs the analysis and tasks the other elements to 

provide or analyze pertinent information at their disposal. The ME is responsible for set -

ting the goals (scope) of the analysis and for determining the strategy to be followed. The 

ME is also responsible for keeping track of progress in the analysis, and for deciding on 

what remains to be done. 

System Expert. The SE provides expert knowledge about the functional and 

physical structure of the system, down to the component level. This includes details of the 

physical layout of the system (location of and connections between the system components 

and their surroundings) as well as the functions of the various parts of the system. 

The SE's data is contained in the System Structure, which is a hierarchical repre -

sentation of the system being analyzed. This information is of the kind which is possessed 

by a system engineering or system integration department 
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Design Expert. The DE provides expert knowledge on the discrete components of 

the system. This includes reasoning about likely (default) failure modes and failure rates, 

as well as capabilities, construction and principles of operation. This information is used to 

determine how an individual component may be affected by the rest of the system and the 

environment, and how the component may affect the rest of the system. The presence of 

hazards is the main focus for the investigation of interactions. 

The DE's data is contained in the Component Library, a hierarchical collection of 

knowledge bases about components and classes of components. The information in the 

Component Library knowledge bases is of the kind which would be known to component 

designers. 

Operations Expert. The OE provides expert knowledge on the operating condi -

tions and environment which are experienced by the system. This includes details about 

the physical environment, the requirements of the system's mission and the capabilities of 

operators and maintainers. 

The OE's data is contained in the Operations Library, a hierarchical collection of 

knowledge bases that describe physical operating environments and missions. These 

knowledge bases describe the conditions under which the system's failure modes are to be 

evaluated, and contain information that reflects customer/user requirements for the system. 

Reliability Expert The RE provides expert knowledge about the evaluation of 

reliability at all levels. This includes the assessment of the effects of prevailing conditions 

on likely failure modes and generic failure rates, as well as the determination of which 

parts of the system would benefit most from detailed evaluation and which parts should 

receive low priorities. The RE is also responsible for the propogation of uncertainty about 

failure modes and failure rates. 
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4.3 Management Expert - Detailed Description 

The Management Expert (ME) has the following functions: 

• to select a strategy for the FMI analysis; 

• to control the analysis through an agenda; 

• to communicate with the user; and 

• to control communications between the elements of the expert system. 

The selection of an analysis strategy by the ME involves the use of a heuristic 

function to weigh high-level facts about system complexity and resources available for the 

analysis to determine the scope of the investigation. Initial details are sought from the user 

(eg., availability of resources such as time and information), the SE (eg., number of com -

ponents in components, complexity of system) and the RE (eg., likelihood that system wil 

meet its reliability goals). 

An example of a heuristic rule used by the ME to determine strategy is: 

If the user wants a quick analysis, 

and the system is complex; 

Then start by investigating the components which initially appear to 

contribute most to their subsystem's failure rate. 

The issues in the selection of a strategy include deciding on trade-offs between a 

comprehensive analysis and a "quick and dirty" ("ballpark") analysis, as well as selecting 

the order in which the elements of the system are to be investigated. The optimal strategy 

will balance the need to make a thorough investigation against restrictions on the time and 

information access available. The important point is to avoid wasting time on the pursuit of 

investigations which do little to change the picture of system reliability characteristics. 

The management of an agenda for the investigation involves the maintainance of a 

dynamic list of areas to be studied, and is a reflection of the chosen strategy. The expert 

system may only be able to focus on one problem at a time, but a global perspective of 
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what has been and what remains to be accomplished is important. The list may change as 

new information is uncovered by the analysis. For example, if an unexpected hazard turns 

out to cause a major change in the failure rate of one component, the ME should revise the 

agenda to investigate other components which may face similar problems from the hazard. 

A priority system of listing analysis objectives is a good way of organizing the agenda. 

The ME uses the agenda to task the other elements as current investigations are 

completed. The ME is the only element with an overview of the entire analysis; by exer -

cising control, the ME prevents the other expert elements from devoting too much effort to 

areas which do not warrant it. 

The ME asks questions of the user and may allow other elements to ask questions 

directly as necessary. The ME handles user requests for information, determining how 

much detail is needed for the response and tasking other elements to answer portions of the 

question as approppriate. The ME uses the Secretary to generate standard reports upon 

completion of the analysis. 

The ME handles communications between the other expert elements in order to 

maintain control over the investigation. The ME controls a knowledge exchange area 

(analagous to a blackboard) which the other elements write to and read from. The ME uses 

this area to receive the information that it uses for its own strategic reasoning and reporting. 

It also releases information to other elements when it tasks them. If an element needs infor -

mation which it cannot find on its own, it requests that the ME provide it via the knowledge 

exchange. The ME then tasks another element to get the information and report back. 

The ME, when acting as the controlling interface between the elements, is able to 

ask any element for an estimate of how long a contemplated task will take, and how good 

the resulting information will be. This knowledge is used in the management of the agenda 

to ensure that effort is not wasted on unproductive investigations. For example, the ME 

may decide to accept a ballpark estimate rather than request a detailed analysis for a com -
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ponent which is not critical and whose failure modes seem unlikely to change (eg., a low-

technology component which has been successfully employed in the past without trouble). 

4.4 System Expert - Detailed Description 

The System Expert (SE) has the following functions: 

• to provide details of the conceptual organization of the system, its 

functions, and the relative importance of components in fulfilling these 

functions; 

• to provide information about the physical layout of the system; 

• to reason about the likelihood that a subsystem will generate a 

particular hazard; and 

• to reason about the susceptibility of functional subsystems to possible 

hazards. 

The SE knows about the conceptual organization of the system into functional 

subsystems, and knows which components are part of which subsystem. It also knows 

what the functions of the subsystems are, their importance in providing system functional 

outputs, and the relative importance of the subsystems' components. This information is 

used by the Management Expert for determining the investigation agenda, and for identi -

fying components to the Design Expert for study. For example, if the ME wants the major 

components of a subsystem analyzed, it may ask the SE to identify these components in 

order of importance and then task the DE to investigate one at a time. 

The conceptual information is also used by the Reliability Expert for assessing the 

most important areas of the system in reliability terms, advice which the RE provides to the 

ME for strategy selection. For example, the ME may pass the RE a list of subsystems with 

functions of similar criticality and ask the RE to use its heuristics with some of the SE's 
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high-level data (such as reliability target, number of major components) to order the sub -

systems for investigation. 

The conceptual knowledge is also used to relate mission requirements from the 

Operations Expert to component duty cycles for the DE. For example, if the DE needs to 

know how long a component will be in use, the ME asks the SE to identify the system 

function which the component is involved in providing, and then asks the OE to determine 

how often the mission will require that system function. 

The SE can provide its conceptual information at various levels of abstraction, 

depending on the ME's request. For example, when asked to provide details about a sub -

system, it could provide a list of all components in the subsystem, a list of all "important" 

components in the subsystem, or just the name of the subsystem and some summary infor -

mation. Thus the SE filters its information (under the ME's guidance), instead of dumping 

large amounts of irrelevant data into the knowledge exchange area. 

The SE knows about the physical layout of the components and the connections 

between them (input, output, structural). This allows the SE to provide relevant details 

when the RE is looking for interactions between components, or the presence of hazards 

near components. The SE can provide the physical details at various levels of abstraction, 

depending on the request. For example, a query about the proximity of two components 

could be answered by stating that they are in the same compartment, that they are "close", 

or that they are 3.75 inches apart at the closest point of approach. The greater the degree of 

precision in the answer, the greater the effort needed to provide it. In particular, access to a 

CAD (Computer-Aided Design) database may be required for the greatest level of detail. 

The SE's knowledge about connections includes information about the nature of 

those connections (eg., the amount of power supplied to a circuit, the type and pressure of 

fluid being contained in a tank, the vibration-damping ability of a fan mounting). 
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The SE is able to reason about the presence or the impact of common hazards at 

the subsystem level. For example, it knows that a subsystem which transports cooling 

fluid is probably vulnerable to heat, and possibly to contamination too; or, that a power 

supply subsystem probably generates heat This allows the RE to make initial assessments 

of problem areas without asking for details of each component in a subsystem (although a 

more detailed investigation requires the DE's contribution of such information). 

An example of a heuristic rule used by the SE to uncover hazards is: 

If the subsystem is located in area X, 

and its function involves the containment of a hazardous, non-

pressurized fluid; 

Then it is likely that any component which is below the subsystem in 

area X could be exposed to the hazardous fluid (in the event 

of a subsystem leak). 

The SE's data is contained in the System Structure database, which is organized 

in a functional hierarchy (system, subsystem,..., component). The information about an 

element of the system structure includes such attributes as: 

• name; 

• parent element; 

• sub-elements (with a measure of importance); 

• function, including existence of redundancy; 

• physical location; 

• physical connections; and 

• number of identical/similar units in system. 

The System Structure may not actually contain a value for each attribute; instead, 

it may contain details of how to obtain the value (eg., from another database, or by asking 

the user to interpret a particular drawing). 
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4.5 Design Expert-Detailed Description 

The Design Expert (DE) has the following functions: 

• to provide details of component failure modes and failure rates; 

• to provide details of the hazards to which components are vulnerable; 

• to provide details of the hazards which components may present to the 

rest of the system; and 

• to reason about the probable failure modes and failure rates of 

components in the absence of actual details. 

The DE knows all of the relevant details about the individual components in the 

system. This component knowledge is system-independent; for any system containing a 

particular component, the DE would have the same information. The DE's knowledge 

includes details of the component's failure modes and the associated failure rates. This 

information may be present at varying levels of abstraction. In particular, there may be 

components which are new, and about which only general information is known. The 

DE's own assessment of confidence in the state of its failure mode knowledge is important 

information for the Management Expert when determining where to devote resources. For 

example, the ME might present a list of five components, asking the DE to select the one 

with the least well-known failure characteristics. 

The DE knows about the hazards to which a component is vulnerable. For each 

significant hazard, the DE knows how it affects the frequency of the component's failure 

modes. This information may be qualitive (eg., this component's seals dry out more 

quickly in the presence of heat, thereby increasing the chance of a leak) or quantitative (eg., 

this resistor's rate of failure in the short circuit mode doubles with every 10 watt increase in 

power). The Reliability Expert uses this information, along with details from the System 

and Operations Experts to evaluate the actual reliability of a component in the context of the 

system and its operating environment. 
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The DE knows about hazards which a component could present to other parts of 

the system, including the nature of the threat, its magnitude, and any activating factors. 

For example, the DE might know that if a tank is heated above a certain temperature, then 

expansion of the gas inside the tank will cause an explosion due to over-pressurization. 

An important feature of the DE is that when it has little or no knowledge about a 

component's failure and hazard characteristics, it is able to make inferences by observing 

similarities with other components, or through determining the component's membership in 

a hierarchical tree of component classes. The DE thus provides a default picture for the 

unknown component For example, the DE might not have any information on a specific 

ball valve, but could infer a reasonably accurate failure rate from its knowledge of a larger 

valve of the same type, or the DE might get an initial picture from its knowledge of valves 

in general. The DE must be careful not to infer inappropriate characteristics in the default 

representation of a component. 

An example of a heuristic rule used by the DE to generate a default component 

description is: 

If there is no description of component X in the Component 

Library, 

and the component belongs to class Y, 

and there is a description of another component from class Y in 

the Component Library; 

Then use the description of the known component to generate a default 

description of the failure characteristics for component X, 

and note that the description is good (but not certain), 

but do not apply any details from the known component's 

description if they conflict with the generic description for a 

member of class Y. 
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The DE's knowledge about components is contained in the Component Library, a 

hierarchical representation of component types. The lowest level of the Component Library 

contains details of particular components in the system. Higher levels describe classes of 

components and contain generic information which can be used to infer default character -

istics from membership in the class (Appendix 2 contains some information about the class -

ification of components). By positioning a component as accurately as possible in this 

"family tree", the DE can use class information as a template to generate default component 

characteristics (to which it can attach a measure of confidence). 

4.6 Operations Expert-Detailed Description 

The Operations Expert (OE) has the following functions: 

• to provide details of the operating requirements which the system must 

fulfill; 

• to provide details of the potential operating environments for the 

system; and 

• to reason about the presence of hazards in the operating environment. 

The OE knows about the operating requirements of the mission and is able to pro -

vide details of how long or how frequently a system output will be required, and at what 

level it will be needed. This information is required by the RE when the duty cycle of a 

component has an impact on its failure rate. The OE can also determine the criticality of the 

system output to the success of the mission. This information is used to direct the invest -

igation to the most important areas of the system. For example, if land mobility is a more 

critical function than communications for a vehicle system, then examination of the comm -

unications subsystem can be left until later. 

The OE knows about the operating environment for the system. It can provide 

details of the environment, or assess the severity of a particular aspect. For example, the 
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OE knows whether sand is likely to be encountered by the system, or what the ambient 

temperature is likely to be. The OE is able to describe the environment in various ways, 

including normal conditions, likely extremes, percentage of time during which a condition 

is present, or maximum likely duration of a condition. This information is used by the 

Reliability Expert to assess the impact of a particular condition (hazard) on a component's 

reliability. 

An example of a heuristic rule used by the OE to determine the mission require -

ments on a component is: 

If system output X is critical in weather condition Y, 

and the system is expected to encounter weather condition Y 

frequently, 

and weather condition Y often lasts at least half a day at a time; 

Then any subsystems which are involved in the provision of system 

function X are expected to have heavy duty cycles, 

and failure of any of these subsystems is mission-critical. 

The OE is able to reason about the magnitude of external hazards to the system 

from its probabilistic knowledge about their presence. For example, if the OE knows that 

the system will be operated in the desert, with a particular probability of the daily high 

temperature getting above 120 °F, then it can report a severe heat hazard to the ME. 

The OE's data is contained in the Environment Library, a set of knowledge bases 

describing generic conditions associated with particular types of environments (eg., desert, 

space, deep-sea). When the OE determines that a particular environment is likely to be 

encountered, it can obtain information about the environment from the library. If several 

different environments will be encountered by the system, then the OE must synthesize the 

information to determine the governing values of parameters to be used in the investigation. 
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4.7 Reliability Expert - Detailed Description 

The Reliability Expert (RE) has the following functions: 

• to evaluate the effect of hazards on component failure modes and 

failure rates; 

• to initially assess the importance of component and subsystem failure 

modes in the system; 

• to assess the adequacy of the current state of knowledge about 

reliability characteristics; and 

• to propogate the uncertainties associated with the failure modes an 

failure rates. 

The RE evaluates the necessary modifications to failure modes and failure rates 

based on the information received from the other expert elements via the Management 

Expert. The RE uses the Design Expert's information about the impact of a hazard and the 

System and Operations Experts' information (as well as the DE's) about the presence of the 

hazard to make an assessment of what the modified failure rate should be. 

The RE can apply different degrees of effort to the analysis, depending on the 

ME's desire for accuracy. At the lowest level, the RE can use basic heuristic rules (eg., if 

the hazard is not severe and the component's failure rate is not highly variable, then do not 

adjust the failure rate). The RE has access to more sophisticated computational procedures 

through the Research Assistant This allows the use of quantitative assessments when such 

accuracy is required. 

The RE makes an initial assessment of the importance of components and sub -

systems in the system using information from the SE and the OE to determine the criticality 

of elements of the system. This information is combined with assessments of reliability to 

provide early indications of which elements are most vital for system reliability. The 

assessment is used by the ME in selecting the investigation strategy. 
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An example of a heuristic rule used by the RE to assess the relative importance of 

components in a subsystem is: 

If less than 20% of the subsystem's components are major ones, 

and major components are responsible for most of the failures in 

this type of subsystem, 

and the minor components mostly use well-proven technology; 

Then the major components are definitely the most important ones in 

the subsystem, 

and they should be investigated in some detail before checking 

any minor components. 

The RE uses heuristic rules to assess the degree of adequacy of the current level 

of knowledge about an element of the system. This involves matching the reliability targets 

against the uncertainty of reliability estimates to determine the possible impact of a worst-

case situation. If the RE is not comfortable with the current level of knowledge, then it can 

suggest areas where an improved understanding of the system, subsystem, or component 

would have the greatest effect. For example, if the system has a high reliability target and 

one of the subsystems is of a new design containing a large number of components, then 

the RE might recommend that subsystem for immediate and detailed analysis. This assess -

ment is used by the ME in directing the focus of the analysis via the agenda. 

The RE can also use computational procedures such as a parts count analysis to 

provide upper bounds on system or subsystem failure rates for use in decision-making. 

The RE calculates the uncertainty of its failure rate estimates and its assessments 

of importance/adequacy, based on the uncertainty of the information provided by the DE, 

SE and OE as well as the level of sophistication of its own assessment methods. 
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4.8 Support Elements - Detailed Description 

The Secretary (SCTY) is responsible for reporting the conclusions of the expert 

system's investigation to the user. The SCTY makes use of a report generation package to 

extract standard reports at pre-defined levels of detail. The emphasis in the SCTY's reports 

is on their intelligibility for the user. The reports should also be suitable for presentation to 

non-users as justification for decisions and are written in a natural-language style. 

The Research Assistant (RA) is responsible for performing detailed calculations 

required by any element of the expert system. In particular, the RA provides the Reliability 

Expert with access to external routines for making algorithmic computations of reliability. 

The RA takes care of any translation between the expert system's knowledge format and 

the input/output format required by the external routines that make the computations. 

The File Clerk (FC) is responsible for access to the agenda and to knowledge 

bases or data bases during the course of the analysis. The FC is able to extract knowledge 

from the expert system and place it in external files, and to retrieve the knowledge in a 

selective manner when required, taking care of any formatting issues. 



CHAPTERS 

AN EXAMPLE EXPERT SYSTEM - BACKGROUND 

An expert sytem has been developed to deal with a simple problem, illustrating 

some of the features of the expert system architecture which has been presented. The 

problem area and the commercial shell used to implement the expert system are described in 

this chapter. 

5.1 Problem Description 

The problem for the example expert system is to identify the failure modes and 

failure rates of a system's components using knowledge about the components themselves, 

the system's design, and its environment. The expert system conducts its investigation at a 

level which is based on the user's description of several generic attributes of the system. 

The system which has been chosen is a simple one, the puipose of which is to 

supply hydraulic fluid to the power steering gear in a commercial automotive application. 

The system (see Figure 5) is composed of five components: a pump; three hoses; and a 

fluid reservoir. Hydraulic fluid from the reservoir is drawn into the suction (input) side of 

the pump through hose #1. The fluid is pressurized by the pump and passed to the load 

(steering gear) through hose #2. Fluid is returned from the load to the reservoir at low 

pressure through hose #3. 

The pump is of a rotaiy design and may be driven from the engine either by V-belts or by 

direct connection to a camshaft It can provide an output pressure between 1200 and 1500 

psi. The expert system does not have any details about the particular pump used in the 

system, but it does know about similar pumps. From information about features of the 
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pump, particularly the type of sliding element used (spring/slipper, roller, or vane), the 

expert system can synthesize generic information for the actual pump. 

Actual details of the other (minor) components are known to the expert system. 

The fluid reservoir contains a filter which screens the fluid on its way out to the pump. The 

low-pressure hoses (#1 and #3) and the high-pressure hose (#2) all have quick-disconnect 

fittings at both ends. 

The entire system is contained within an automotive engine compartment, and 

components may be mounted to the engine itself or to the bulkheads/walls. Hazards norm -

ally associated with the environment of an automotive engine compartment (heat, vibration, 

contamination) are assumed to be present, as are other systems which are typically found in 

such a setting. 

5.2 The NEXFERT Expert System Shell 

The example expert system is implemented on an Apple Macintosh (512K) micro -

computer with NEXPERT (version 0.97), a commercially-available expert system shell 

from Neuron Data Inc. The NEXPERT shell provides an environment for building rule-

based expert systems, and uses an attribute-value pair scheme for knowledge represent -

ation. Forward- and backward-chaining inference strategies (and hybrids) are employed by 

NEXPERT's inference engine. An interactive explanation facility is provided, and access 

to external programs for computations and data is possible. NEXPERT provides a highly-

interactive visual environment for expert system development, knowledge base editing, and 

inferencing. 

NEXPERT's knowledge representation scheme consists of attribute elements 

(data items and hypotheses) which may have Boolean (true/false), numeric, or symbolic 

(string) values. An "If.. .Then" rule consists of a set of conditions (which test the values of 

attributes), followed by a Boolean hypothesis. If all of the conditional tests are successful, 
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then the rule is "fired" and the hypothesis is evaluated as true. A variety of actions may 

also be initiated when a rule is fired, including the assignment of new values to elements of 

knowledge, the activation of external processes, and the display of pre-defined graphics or 

text files to the user. 

Processing of the knowledge base may be initiated either by volunteering an item 

of data (which initiates a forward-chaining, breadth-first search by default), or by suggest -

ing a hypothesis (which initiates a backward-chaining, depth-first search by default). The 

search strategy may be modified during the session. 

Two additional levels of knowledge representation are provided by NEXPERT to 

tailor the inferencing process. Data and hypotheses can be grouped into a hierarchy of 

"categories". The categories are used to establish priorities for the order of investigation of 

conditions within a rule. Knowledge islands (sets of rules that have no data or hypotheses 

in common with each other) can be connected with "contexts". If a hypothesis connected 

to another rule via the context field is investigated, then that second rule is placed on the 

agenda for future investigation. Thus, the context link provides a simple means for shifting 

the focus of an investigation without having to construct control rules to formally justify the 

logic behind the shift. 

The lack of an explicit method (such as frames or O-A-V triplets with variable 

rules) for dealing with objects in NEXPERT's knowledge representation scheme imposes a 

major restriction on an expert system developed for Failure Mode Investigation. Know -

ledge about an engineered system is most naturally organized in terms of the physical 

objects which make up the system. The next version of NEXPERT will include a frame-

based knowledge representation scheme which should alleviate this shortcoming. 

NEXPERT does not include any built-in procedure for dealing with uncertainty in 

its rules and facts. This leaves the user free to develop a scheme tailored to a particular 

application (potentially using more than one method). While fuzzy reasoning may best be 
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handled through calls to external routines, other methods such as certainty factors should 

probably be implemented in the inference engine's code itself for efficiency. The lack of a 

default uncertainty scheme of this type hinders the use of NEXPERT, particularly during 

the early stages of a project when the user may not wish to deal with the finer points of 

managing uncertainty. 

Finally, while NEXPERT's interactive environment provides ready access to the 

information contained in the expert system's knowledge base, it is difficult to extract this 

information in a meaningful text format for easy global editing and for presentation to other 

people. Another aspect of this problem is the inability to comment rules in the knowledge 

bases (a unique mapping of comments to rules is not possible), which makes configuration 

management a significant problem. These limitations make it unnecessarily difficult for a 

group of people to collaborate on the development of an expert system. 



CHAPTER 6 

AN EXAMPLE EXPERT SYSTEM - IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter describes the implementation of the proposed architecture for an 

expert system to conduct a Failure Mode Investigation (FMI) on the system described in 

Chapter 5. The capabilities of NEXPERT, the commercial expert system shell used in the 

implementation, did not allow the development of a very sophisticated system. In partic -

ular, the knowledge ascribed to the various expert system elements is all combined into a 

single expert system (although the knowledge is contained in several knowledge bases that 

are loaded incrementally). Also, NEXPERT does not have the ability to handle objects 

efficiently, so the use of generic rules has not been feasible. 

6.1 Management Expert 

The Management Expert (ME) is responsible for determining the strategy for the 

investigation. This is accomplished through the use of a complexity index. The user is 

asked to provide information about the technological level of the system (is the design new; 

are new materials being used; are the performance requirements new) and on the criticality 

of the system (is the system's function critical; is there any functional redundancy in the 

system design; is the system's function duplicated by another system). The total number of 

components (5) and the number of major components (1) in the system are also considered. 

Each of the four parameters (technology, criticality, components, and major components) is 

ranked on a five point scale. The sum of the ranks becomes the complexity index, with a 

score of 20 indicating a very complex system. 

The ME divides the twenty point complexity scale into three regions. For low 

complexity scores, a limited analysis is performed. This involves a high-level investigation 
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of the system as a whole, as well as an optional investigation to see if the system poses any 

hazards to other systems in the vicinity. Medium complexity scores result in a standard 

analysis, which consists of a limited analysis and an investigation of the major component 

in the system (the pump). High complexity scores produce a detailed analysis, which in -

eludes an investigation of the remaining components (hose #1, hose #2, hose #3 and the 

fluid reservoir) in addition to the conduct of a standard analysis. 

The ME outlines the scope and sequence of the investigation, but does not mediate 

between the other elements during the investigation, due to the difficulty of the network 

management problem. The ME's agenda consists of control rules for each type of analysis. 

These rules act as an ordered check list for the conduct of the investigation. An example of 

one of these rules is: 

IF the system complexity index has been computed, 

& a detailed analysis is indicated, 

& the system investigation is completed, 

& the optional hazard investigation is completed, 

& the major components have been investigated, 

& the minor components have been investigated; 

THEN the FMI is complete. 

The interactive communication with the user (in terms of asking questions and 

explaining reasoning) is all handled by NEXPERT. Preset information screens are shown 

to the user automatically during the investigation. The presentation of this information is 

triggered by the successful application (firing) of particular rules; it is not actually con -

trolled by the ME. 

A common data area is shared by all elements of the expert system by default, 

since NEXPERT does not allow information to be removed when new expert elements take 
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over the inferencing process. The ME therefore has no actual role in passing information 

between the elements in the implementation. 

6.2 System Expert 

The System Expert (SE) provides information which is diffused throughout the 

expert system. A large part of this knowledge is in the form of initial facts provided at the 

start of the investigation through input files. Examples of this information include: 

• system function (supply of pressurized hydraulic fluid); 

• system field of application (commercial vehicle); 

• system location (engine compartment); 

• number of components in system (5); 

• number and identity of major components (1 - pump); 

• number and identity of minor components (4 - reservoir and 3 hoses); 

• object to which pump is mounted (engine block); 

• function of pump (power steering); and 

• system reliability target (high). 

The SE asks the user about information which it cannot produce, such as the 

distance between the pump and the closest major heat source. In addition, the SE uses 

definition rules to allow the generic analysis of minor components. The analysis is con -

ducted on a "component", and the SE fills i;> the required attributes for each component in 

turn. For example: 

IF the component being considered is the fluid reservoir; 

THEN the component is located in the engine compartment, 

& the component is mounted to a bulkhead, 

& the component is connected to hose #1, 

& the component is connected to hose #3. 
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The SE also reasons about the probable hazards presented by the system. Since 

the system transports fluid, it is likely to leak in the event of a failure. This will be a hazard 

if there is anything in the area of the leak which is sensitive to contamination by fluid. The 

SE knows that some items in an engine compartment which might be affected include drive 

belts and wiring harnesses, so it asks the user if the system could allow a leak onto either 

of these items. If the user responds positively, then the SE informs the user of the potential 

hazard which has been identified. 

6.3 Design Expert 

The Design Expert (DE), like the System Expert, provides much of its knowledge 

through input files of facts about components in the system, since object-oriented know -

ledge representation is not available to implement the Component Library. Examples of the 

DE's information include: 

• availability of actual details about the pump (no); 

• class to which the pump belongs (rotary pumps); 

• methods by which pump might be driven (belt, camshaft); 

• basic failure modes for pumps (based on drive method); 

• sub-classes to which pump might belong (based on type of sliding 

element employed in pump); 

• basic failure rates for other kinds of pumps (950-1050); 

• basic failure modes and rates for minor components; and 

• hazards to which components are vulnerable (vibration, contami -

nation, heat). 

The DE asks the user to identify actual pump characteristics from a set of options. 

The user is allowed to respond with "none of the above". The DE then uses the best 

information available to produce a default description of the basic failure modes and failure 
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rate of the pump. This information is presented to the user through pre-defined information 

screens. The DE also inquires about the pressure at which the pump is required to operate 

(the user, not the System Expert, is asked for this information). The pump's default failure 

rate is modified on the basis of this capacity requirement. An example of one of the DE's 

rules for generating a default pump description is: 

IF the pump's function is power steering, 

& the pump is a member of the class of rotary pumps, 

& the pump is driven directly (by a camshaft), 

& the pump dmplovs ,vanes for its sliding elements; 

THEN a default description of the pump is available, 

& the pump's basic failure rate is 1000 failures/million hours, 

& show the user a list of the default failure modes for the pump. 

The DE also cooperates with the Reliability Expert by providing information about 

the relationships between the possible hazards and their efects on the components' failure 

rates. For example, the DE asserts that the pump's failure rate will increase moderately if 

there is a major risk of contamination from the fluid supply, due to increased wear of the 

pump's sliding elements and the possible blockage of the internal flow control valve. 

6.4 Operations Expert 

The Operations Expert (OE) identifies the operating environment factors which 

contribute to the magnitude of the contamination hazard, and assesses the mission require -

ments for outputs from the system. This information is used in the Reliability Expert's 

assessment of nccessary component failure rate modifications. 

The OE determines the impact of maintenance activities by questioning the user 

about the condition of maintenance facilities and the skill level of maintainers. This infor -

mation is combined with knowledge of the general level of contaminants (dust, dirt, sand) 
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present in the operating environment to yield an evaluation of the contamination threat to the 

system. An example of an evaluation rule is: 

IF maintenance facilities are dirty, 

& maintainer skills are average or worse, 

& the environment contains plenty of dust, dirt or sand, 

THEN the chance of contaminants entering the system is very high. 

The OE also reasons that the steering function is essential to operation of the over -

all system (equipment), and that the equipment may be required to perform for long periods 

in hot conditions. Since the System Expert identifies the system as being necessary for 

provision of the steering function, the Reliability Expert can use the OE's information as 

evidence that the system (particularly the pump) may overheat. 

6.5 Reliability Expert 

The Reliability Expert (RE) performs an analysis of the overall system reliability 

and also modifies the component failure rates on the basis of the hazards present Th- RE 

uses only simple calculations involving factors and percentages, and assumes that all of the 

hazard effects act independently on a component's failure rate. No external routines are 

employed for reliability calculations, and no uncertainty scheme is implemented due to the 

lack of a default structure in NEXPERT. 

The RE's first task is the analysis of reliability at the abstract system level, which 

provides information intended for use (but not actually used) in the determination of invest -

igation strategy. A basic system failure rate is determined from the size of the system, its 

reliability target, its criticality to the mission, and its area of application. This failure rate is 

modified by the technology and criticality indices obtained by the Management Expert as 

well as a parts count assessment of system complexity. The modified failure rate is then 

partitioned between the major and minor components on the basis of the user's impression 
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of the proportion of failures accounted for by the major components. This generally con -

firms the desirability of investigating the major components first 

The RE also combines information about the presence and magnitude of hazards 

(provided by the System, Design and Operations Experts) to modify the basic component 

failure rates supplied by the DE. For example, in investigating the pump, the following 

rule is applied: 

IF the pump is mounted to the engine block, 

& the pump is less than 5.00 inches from a major heat source, 

& there is evidence that the pump must operate for long periods 

in a high ambient temperature; 

THEN the heat hazard is severe, 

& the pump's failure rate should be increased by 20%. 

The RE also presents the user with information screens outlining the effect which 

hazards are likely to have on the component failure modes. 

6.6 Support Elements 

The Secretary (SCTY) is implemented via NEXPERT in several ways. An active 

window is set up to list the current values of important pieces of data during the investi -

gation. A complete list of the status of all facts and hypotheses used by the expert system 

is also available at any time. The user can navigate through the expert system's reasoning 

process using the explanation facility and the network drawing facility. A final report of all 

conclusions reached by the expert system, complete with details of evidence for and against 

each coclusion, is available at the end of the session. Several records of the investigation 

trail (concerning the question/answer process and the sequence of conclusions) can also be 

generated. None of the reports is very easily-understood due to NEXPERT's construction. 
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Pre-defined information screens are displayed to the user as particular conclusions 

are reached by the expert system, and can also be presented in response to user questions. 

However, none of the screens can be constructed dynamically to reflect specific details of a 

current investigation. 

The File Clerk (FC) is represented through NEXPERT's ability to retrieve data 

files (used to load initial facts into the expert system) and to load knowledge bases (as more 

expertise is required for different parts of the problem). 

The Research Assistant (RA) is not implemented, although external routine calls 

are possible in NEXPERT. All calculations in the implementation are performed within the 

expert system. 



CHAPTER 7 

AN EXAMPLE EXPERT SYSTEM - RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the operation of the Failure Mode Investigation (FMI) 

expert system described in Chapter 6, and describes the output produced. An example 

session of the expert system is presented in a script format The expert system architecture 

is examined in the light of the implementation, and conclusions are drawn about some of 

the design choices. 

7.1 Operation of the Expert System 

The example expert system implementation can be used in several ways to per -

form an FMI. The NEXPERT environment has a sophisticated inference engine which 

permits the problem to be handled in a forward- or backward-chaining manner. The expert 

system's knowledge base (which constitutes the heart of the impementation) is constructed 

with a single top goal of "FMI complete". Thus, the final result of any investigation is the 

completion of an FMI at a level indicated by the user's response to the strategy questions. 

The expert system can be used in a backward-chaining mode by suggesting the 

hypothesis "FMI complete" to NEXPERT, which will proceed to analyze the complete 

system according to the relevant strategy. This is the method which would normally be 

used in the initial analysis of a system. The results of the analysis can be saved, allowing 

the state of the investigation to be reconstructed in the future. While it is possible to begin 

an initial investigation in the forward-chaining mode by volunteering items of information, 

this approach is not veiy practical for an FMI. 

For subsequent investigations, the entire analysis can be repeated, starting from 

scratch and responding to all of the questions. Alternatively, the state of knowledge arrived 
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at in a previous analysis can be used as a starting point for a forward-chaining analysis in 

which the user suggests a modification to the original scenario (using NEXFERTs "What 

If' command). The inference engine then propogates the change through the knowledge 

base. The final conclusion (that the FMI is complete) should not change, but the actual 

results of the investigation will relect the new information. This method is also useful for 

conducting a hypothetical what-if (or sensitivity) analysis following the initial investigation. 

This capability is very important, given the subjective nature of many of the inputs. 

The output from the expert system comes in three forms. Pre-defined information 

screens give the user details of the failure modes identified for the system components and 

the effects of relevant hazards on these modes. NEXPERT does not allow these screens to 

be composed dynamically to reflect the curent values of knowledge items. These screens 

are actually files which can be accessed and viewed or edited outside the expert system. 

The dynamic values for basic and modified component failure rates (and any other 

information used by the expert system) can be tracked through an active report window. At 

any time, a complete (alphabetical) listing of the current state of all knowledge in the system 

can be retrieved; or information can be examined through the NEXPERT encyclopedia 

feature, which keeps track of the items and their current values. This information is pre -

sented in simple attribute-value lists, with no real possibility of producing a tailored report 

without going outside the expert system. 

The justifications for the expert system's conclusions can be examined dynamic -

ally (through the explanation facility or the network interface), or reported in full at the 

completion of the investigation. Information for and against each hypothesis can be ex -

amined, as can the implications of any item of knowledge. NEXPERT does not provide 

any proper method for commenting rules in the knowledge base, so the user must make do 

with the contends of the rules themselves. 
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7.2 A Sample Session 

The example expert system is run inside the NEXFERT environment. To begin a 

session, NEXFERT is started and the Strategy knowledge base is loaded. The hypothesis 

"FMI complete" is selected from the Hypothesis Notebook and suggested to NEXFERT as 

the goal for the session. The "Knowcess" function is then invoked to launch a backward-

chaining FMI analysis of the example system described in Chapter 5. The investigation 

then proceeds in the following manner: 

1. The expert system is initialized when the user responds with "true" to the 

question "this is a true statement". 

2. The strategy is determined by asking the user about the technology level of the 

system (new design, new materials used, new performance requirements) and its functional 

criticality (mission-critical function, functional redundancy in system, functional alternative 

outside system). Since the number of major components (1) and the total number of 

components (S) in the system are fixed, the users responses to the six questions determine 

the level of the analysis. The user may respond to each question with "yes", "no", or 

"none of the above" (a substitute for "notknown"). 

3. Whatever level of analysis is indicated, the first step is an investigation of the 

system as a whole. The System" knowledge base is loaded and initialized. The expert 

system uses information from previous questions (technology and criticality) and asks the 

user for his impression of the proportion of system failures attributable to the major 

components ("high", "medium", "low"). This results in revision of a basic system failure 

rate, and apportionment of the rate between major and minor components. The major 

components are normally confirmed as being worthy of the most effort in the FMI. 

4. If the level of analysis for the FMI is "standard" or "detailed" (but not 

"limited"), then the next step is an investigation of the major components (pump). The 

"Pump" knowledge base is loaded and initialized. The expert system has no details about 
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the pump component, so it has to generate a default description to work from. Some of the 

classifying information is known in the knowledge base, but the user is asked to supply the 

pump's drive mode ("camshaft-driven" or "belt-driven") and the type of sliding element 

used inside the pump ("vane", "pinch roller", or "spring/slipper"). With this information, 

the expert system arrives at a default description of the pump, including a basic failure rate 

and default failure modes. This information is presented to the user through information 

screens. The user is then asked to provide the capacity at which the pump will operate; this 

being used to modify the basic failure rate. 

The expert system next considers the hazards which the pump might face ("heat", 

"vibration", and "contamination"). A factor is determined for each hazard, and used to 

multiply the pump's failure rate. The vibration factor is arrived at from previously-

collected information. For the heat factor, the user is asked how close (in inches) the pump 

is to a major heat source. For the contamination factor, the user is asked about the 

condition of maintenance facilities for the system ("clean", "normal", "dirty') and the skill 

level of system maintainers ("low", "average", "high"). Once the user's responses have 

been combined with other information and converted into factors, the user is presented with 

information screens which indicate what hazards are present, how severe they are, and 

which pump failure modes are affected. A final failure rate for the pump is also calculated. 

5. For the detailed analysis, the minor components are also investigated. The 

expert system loads and initializes the "Minor" knowledge base. There is no interaction 

with the user in this portion of the analysis since the expert system has details of the minor 

components. 

6. For all levels of FMI analysis, the final step is an optional investigation of 

hazards posed by the system. If the user requests the option, then the expert system loads 

and initializes the "Hazard" knowledge base. The user is asked if there is a chance that the 

system might leak fluid onto certain engine compartment items (V-belts, wiring harnesses, 
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air intakes and filters). If the user responds affirmatively to any of the questions, then an 

information screen is displayed which outlines the hazardous situation. 

7. The FMI analysis is now complete, and the session ends. The user may now 

ask for summary reports from NEXPERT, or may look through the Data Notebook for the 

current values of the various failure rates. 

7.3 Evaluation of the Expert System 

The expert system which has been implemented does not provide a very sophist -

icated demonstration of the architectural concepts enunciated in this paper, due in part to the 

limitations of the NEXPERT package. A shortage of time available for the study, and the 

advanced nature of many of the proposed features, also had a major impact. In spite of 

this, the attempt to implement an RvQ expert system provided confirmation of the useful -

ness of an expert system approach to the failure mode investigation problem. The suit -

ability of the architecture chosen to perform the investigation was also demonstrated. 

The failure mode investigation problem appears to require a very object-oriented 

approach (a frame-based system would be probably prove to be appropriate). Most of the 

information in the problem pertains to distinct entities (eg., systems, subsystems, com -

ponents, environments, and hazards). The employment of standardized objects with 

inheritance would facilitate the use of generic rules. The wide applicability of such rules 

would reduce the duplication of reasoning, where unique rules are required for similar 

situations. 

The functions of the expert system elements, while not segregated in the imple -

mentation, were useful in guiding the approach to the problem. The roles specified for 

each of the expert elements are rich enough to make each one interesting in its own right 

Some other applications (outside of FMI) can be foreseen for the individual elements (in 

fields such as maintainability analysis, fault tree construction, or the suggestion of design 
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improvements). The fact that such additional uses may exist is further confirmation of the 

desirability of a modular approach in which expert elements collaborate through a network. 

The implementation reinforced the observation that we live in a complex world. 

The amount of knowledge which could possibly be brought to bear on a problem as simple 

as the one in the example is both enormous and diverse. The ability to extract the most 

important knowledge, and to apply it to those parts of a problem which are of the greatest 

significance, is necessary to avoid being overwhelmed by details. The concept of strategic 

control, tightly enforced by the Management Expert is a valid way to deal with this issue. 

Some facets of the architecture were not addressed in this implementation, due to 

the various constraints mentioned. The most important of these is the management of 

uncertainty. A large part of the knowledge which was found useful in the FMI setting is 

uncertain. Also, the avoidance of detail in favor of abstractions allows the use of less 

precise (and more uncertain) knowledge, which can help in speeding up an investigation 

without degrading the results significantly. Obtaining an answer that is accurate to the tenth 

decimal place is usually less important than knowing if a component's reliability is in the 

right ballpark. 



CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented an expert system architecture to assist in a Failure Mode 

Investigation (FMI). A trial implementation of the expert system has been developed to 

deal with a simple example problem. This chapter summarizes the work, outlines topics 

for future research, and presents the conclusions of the paper. 

8.1 Summary 

The success of engineering projects today is greatly influenced by the attention 

paid to system reliability. While the reliability engineering function requires the 

performance of a variety of tasks, perhaps the most fundamental is the analysis of system 

reliability. There are a number of analytical methods (including Failure Mode and Effect 

Analysis, Fault Tree Analysis and Event Sequence Analysis) available for performing a 

system reliability analysis. All of the methods have, in common, the need for an accurate 

appraisal of the failure characteristics (failure modes and failure rates) of the system's 

components. This information is usually needed well in advance of the availabilty of the 

results of any tests on the system. 

The problem of investigating the failure characteristics of components through 

analysis (as opposed to direct testing) has been termed a Failure Mode Investigation (FMI) 

in this paper. An FMI analyzes the ways in which component failure characteristics can be 

expected to vary from default values due to the influences of the rest of the system and of 

the operating environment The success of an FMI is heavily dependent on the application 

of expertise, rather than being computation-intensive. The availability of expert knowledge 
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and the ability to deal with uncertain or incomplete information in an efficient manner are 

key issues in determining the quality of the investigation. 

The information which is encountered in an FMI can frequently be characterized 

by terms such as "heuristic", "symbolic" and "uncertain". Dealing with information of this 

nature is considered to be the province of the expert The conventional (or algorithmic) 

approach to computer programming has not proved effective at automating tasks which 

require such knowledge. Now, with the advent of the expert system programming tech -

niques described in this paper, computer power is finally being brought to bear effectively 

on problems which demand the application of expertise. 

This paper has proposed an architecture for an expert system to assist in the per -

formance of an FMI. The architecture is based on an analogy to the round-table brain -

storming technique used by humans to solve complex problems requiring cooperation 

between experts in several knowledge domains. The expert system consists of a network 

of smaller expert systems controlled from the centre by a Management Expert The other 

network elements are the System Expert, the Design Expert, the Operations Expert and the 

Reliability Expert. There are also several support elements: the Secretary; the File Clerk; 

and the Research Assistant. 

The elements of the expert system cooperate, under the leadership of the Manage -

ment Expert, to perform an investigation of the failure characteristics of the components in 

a system. The investigation is performed to a depth consistent with constraints imposed by 

the user. Emphasis is placed on making effective use of processing time by following a 

strategy (arrived at through heuristic procedures) which focuses on areas judged to be im -

portant This is in contrast to conducting a brute force investigation, where much time can 

be wasted on investigating components that have only a trivial impact on the system. 

A trial expert system has been implemented to deal with an example FMI problem 

concerning a system that supplies power steering fluid to a steering gear. A commercial 
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expert system shell, NEXPERT (version 0.97) was used for the implementation. Many of 

the key requirements of the project (including the representation of objects, reasoning with 

multiple types of uncertainty, and networking between expert systems) are beyond the 

capabilities of NEXPERT in its unaugmented form - indeed some of these problems are 

still the subject of basic research. For this reason, the trial implementation differs sub -

stantially from the proposed architecture, and its value lies primarily in the problem areas 

which it helped to bring into focus. 

8.2 Topics for Future Research 

A number of interesting topics for future research suggested themselves during 

the theoretical development of the expert system architecture and the attempted implemen -

tation of the example expert system. These topics include (in no particular order): 

• heuristic rules for determining FMI strategy - what criteria should be 

used for selecting components or subsystems for investigation, and 

how should multiple criteria be combined?; 

• sources of Expeit Knowledge about failure modes - where should the 

developers of an FMI expert system look for the necessary 

knowledge; does the knowledge exist in an organized format; where 

is research necessary?; 

• hierarchical classification of components - what scheme could be used 

to codify knowledge about components into a "family tree", allowing 

default reasoning about component properties based on position in the 

tree; will exception-handling be a major problem?; 

• standardization of FMI knowledge bases - what elements of 

knowledge should be standard in the Component and Environment 
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Libraries; could manufacturers supply plug-in knowledge modules for 

the components which they make?; 

knowledge representation schemes for FMI - what expert system 

schemes are best-suited for handling the wide variety of information 

required in FMI?; 

management of uncertainty - what type of uncertainty scheme is 

appropriate for FMI; could a combination of methods be used to 

represent different kinds or degrees of uncertainty?; 

intelligent interfaces to data sources - how could an FMI expert 

system tap into the knowledge contained in existing databases used in 

CAD/CAM, logistics, reliability and other applications?; 

protocols for controlling an expert system network - how should 

members of an expert system network communicate with each other 

and with external programs; what information should be passed, 

where should control be exerted, could multiple user interfaces be 

simultaneously supported?; 

explanation and reporting facilities - what information does the user 

require, how should it be formatted, and can the level of detail be 

adjusted dynamically; is a natural language interface desirable for 

explanations, for reports, or for both?; 

assessing expert opinions - can the subjective information provided 

by experts be verified by cross-checking; how can conflicting 

opinions be resolved by the expert system?; 

expert system learning schemes - what types of things (familiar 

patterns, good default procedures, when to ask for help) could an 

FMI expert system usefully leam; could th expert system decide to 
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add new components to the Component Library; how would this 

learning be validated by the programmers?; and 

• teaching aids for reliability engineers - could an FMI expert system be 

used to teach expert skills to reliability engineers through an 

interactive learning environment with good explanation facilities? 

Many of these research topics are subjects for basic research in the artificial 

intelligence and expert system fields; however, several of the topics deal with arriving at a 

better understanding of reliability engineering expertise in general, independent of the 

application to expert systems. 

8.3 Conclusions 

The problem of correctly anticipating the nature of component failure modes is of 

major importance in the design of an engineered system. The complexity of the ways in 

which a component's failure characteristics can be affected by the system and the operating 

environment in which it functions make the problem a difficult one, requiring the attention 

of experts. 

The structure of the failure mode investigation problem is well-suited for the 

application of expert system programming techniques. The need to deal with heuristic, 

symbolic, and uncertain information effectively rules out the efficient use of conventional 

programming techniques. Expert systems, on the other hand, are proving to be very 

useful in automating tasks which demand the application of expertise. 

The modular architecture proposed for an network-based expert system to assist 

in a Failure Mode Investigation appears to be appropriate. The employment of an analogy 

to a human problem-solving structure helps to clarify the functions of the expert system 

and provides an intuitive guide to its method of operation. The use of a strategic control 
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technique optimizes the operation of the expert system network by ensuring that goal-

directed behavior is maintained and resources are applied to important problems first 

The modularity of the architectural concept provides advantages of flexibility 

(with some elements being candidates for use in other expert systems for such purposes as 

the creation of fault trees or the generation of diagnostic procedures) and standardization 

(since the architecture is not restricted to any particular type of system). This modularity 

also allows incremental development of the individual expert system elements by specialist 

groups. 

The attempt at implementing the architecture using a current expert system shell 

met with little success, although valuable lessons were learned, and newer tools hold more 

promise. Realistically, however, a complete implementation of the architecture is still 

some way off, and there is a substantial requirement for additional research. 



APPENDIX 1 

KNOWLEDGE BASES FOR THE 
EXAMPLE EXPERT SYSTEM - SAMPLE RULES 

This appendix contains sample NEXPERT rules from the five knowledge bases 

which comprise the example implementation of the FMI expert system. The knowledge 

bases are (in order of use during a session): 

• Strategy - 49 rules; 

• System - 17 rules; 

• Pump - 50 rules; 

• Minor - 4 rules; and 

• Hazard - 8 rules. 

Rule listings obtained directly from NEXPERT are not in an easily-published 

format, so a print-out could not be included in this paper. A complete listing of the 

knowledge bases may be obtained from Dr. Keith Ortiz at the University of Arizona 

(Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering). Selected rules are presented here, 

to give an indication of style and content The rules are written in NEXPERT's syntax. 

1. If 
There is evidence of: detailed_analysis 
And There is evidence of: system analyzed 
And There is evidence of: major components analyzed 
And There is evidence of: minor_components_analyzed 
And There is evidence of: hazardous effects analyzed 
Then analysiscomplete 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 

(Strategy.KB) 
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2. If 
number_of_major_components is greater than 2.00 
And number_of_major_components is less or equal to 5.00 
Then numberofjmajorcomponentsconsidered 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And 3 is assigned to majorcomponentindex 

(Strategy .KB) 

3. If 
There is evidence of: new_design_approach_considered 
And There is evidence of: new_materials_considered 
And There is evidence of: new_performance_requirements_considered 
And technology_index is assigned to tech 
Then technology_level_considered 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And 1.0 + 4.0*(tech/3.0) is assigned to technology_index 

(Strategy.KB) 

4. If 
There is evidence of: basic_system_reliability_assessed 
And There is evidence of: system_reliability_revised 
And There is evidence of: system reliability apportioned 
Then system_analyzed 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 

(System.KB) 

5. If 
There is evidence of: dominance of_major_components_assessed 
And revised_system failure_ratels assigned to sfr 
And percentage_of_failures_due_to_major_components is assigned to 

pfmc 
Then system_reliability_apportioned 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 

(System.KB) 
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6. If 
condition_of_maintenance_facilities is NORMAL 
And maintainer_skill_level is LOW 
And There is evidence of: contaminants_in_operating_environment 
Then contamination_hazard_piesent 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And 1.05 is asssigned to contaminationfactor 

(Pump.KB) 

7. If 
pump_function is POWERSTEERING 
And pumpactiontype is ROTARY 
And pump_drive_mode is BELTDRIVEN 
Then default_pump_details_available 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And show defpumpbd 

(Pump.KB) 

8. If 
basic_pump_failure_rate is assigned to revised_pump_failure_rate 
And basic_pump_failure_rate is assigned to pfr 
And pump capacity is assigned to pc 
Then pump_failure_rate_revised_for_capacity 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And pfr*(1.0+(((pc)-(1200))/900.00)) is assigned to 

revised_pump_failure_rate 

(Pump.KB) 

9. If 
component is hose_3 
Then hose_3_analyzed 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And (100.00) is assigned to hose_3_failure_rate 

(Minor.KB) 

10. If 
system_function is CONTAINMENTOFPRES SURIZEDFLUID 
And fluid_type is CONTAMINANT 
Then potential_hazard_present 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 
And show hazeff 

(Hazard.KB) 



If 
systemlocation is ENGINECOMPARTMENT 
And pump_drive_mode is BELTDRIVEN 
And possible_leak_onto_belts is YES 
Then near_contamination_sensitive_aiea 
is confirmed as a likely conclusion 

(Hazard.KB) 
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